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He's seen it all 
Local man Harvey Doll 
celebrates his 104th • 
birthday\NEWS A3 
Unit c losed 
Mills Memorial Hospital has 
closed the doors on its 
t psychiatric unit\NEWS A9 
Go team go! 
Triathalons, power lifting and road 
races: the sports year in review 
continues\SPORTS B1 
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Health body goes against advice 
THE TERRACE and Area Health Council went council not allow increases in spending to occur of $17.583 million, raise, Kelly added, "we felt we weren't going to 
against he advice of the man sent to control its 
expenses by adding nearly $400,000 to its Mills 
Memorial Hospital payroll this fiscal year. 
It hired more people and extended the hours of 
existing employees in key areas such as emer- 
gency and intensive care beginning last spring. 
Although the council's budget year began 
April I last year, it didn't know what its budget 
was until last October. 
That would go against recommendations i  a 
September 6, 2000 report by Tom Novak who 
was brought in by the health ministry arrived in 
the spring of 1999 in the face of mounting defi- 
cits. 
"It will be important for the Terrace and Area 
Health Council to follow the policy of not allow- 
ing for additional expenses unless the [health] 
ministry is willing to fund such expenses," wrote 
Novak. 
"It will also be important hat the health 
until the Ministry of Health has approved any in- 
creases in spending." 
Novak at first acted as an "executive mentor" 
to health council chief executive officer Michael 
Leisinger. 
When Leisinger left in the fall of 1999 for a 
job in Prince George, Novak took over the posi- 
tion until current chief executive Dieter Kuntz 
was hired in March 2000. 
Health coun~~eb Ke!$y a~~ed- .  
Novak's report, but said the health council had to 
provide for more services. 
And although the health .council didn't know 
what this year's budget would be until October, it 
did receive indications there would be an in- 
crease, he said 
"We took a gamble," Kelly said. 
The October budget, when it did arrive, added 
$1.7 million to the health council's operating 
budget for a total provincial government amount 
As well, the health 
council disagreed 
with other comments 
made by Novak that 
it "was receiving 
adequate funding for 
the delivery of 
health services at 
their present levels." ing a deficit for the 1998-1.99.9.y.ear_of__m.o.re than 
--o-67 -b~b/e~-~,ffh- ~ 8~0,000. 
get any more money or new program money." 
Novak was asked, but refused, to take out his 
comments. 
His report has also gone to the health mini- 
stry, which paid his salary while he was here. 
The health council has sent a letter to the 
ministry outlining its position. 
Novak arrived as the health council was post- 
that statement is we 
felt we would not get 
any more money 
ever," said Kelly. 
"He's saying we 
have enough money 
and we probably do 
Bob Kelly for what we do 
know, but it is tight." 
If the health council act-anted Nnv~L-' S pro- 
A budget boost of $800,000 for the 1999-2000 
year, and a series of cost controls brought in by 
Novak, resulted m a razor-thin surplus of about 
$11,000. 
Novak's Sept. 6 report indicated "there was a 
fear that expenses had been escalating at an 
alarming rate." 
Cont'd Page A2 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ,-,1 L,-wvrt,--r~- ~te,a and his family have adopted inside the drain where she dangled helplessly by one frozen front 
this calico cat after he rescued it from a storm drain just before paw. The cat spent Christmas at the Stella residence. Its front leg 
Christmas. Somehow the cat, now called Tigger, became stuck did. require amputation but it is now recovering. 
Tigger's doing just fine, thanks 
A CAT trapped inside a storm drain dangled Terrace Animal Control staff picked up the to be dismal. Without the operation she would 
by one paw until rescuers arrived on the scene, 
summoned by her tortured howls of anguish. 
It's unknown how long the cat may have 
been trapped, her paw frozen to the metal 
grate covering the drain. 
But she managed to hang on for dear life 
until her cries of help alerted a passing motor- 
ist, who discovered the terrified feline dang- 
ling inside a storm drain on the 4600 block of 
Hamer Avenue Dec'. 21. 
Firefighter Lawrence Stella was able to pry 
open the grate and remove it - along with the 
attached cat - from the drain. He used warm 
water from a neighbouring residence to melt 
cat after the rescue, and later took her to a vet 
for treatment. The adult female calico's shoul- 
der was dislocated as a result of her predica- 
ment. Stella, who nicknamed the cat 
"Trooper" because of her ordeal brought the 
cat home for the holidays o she wouldn't have 
to spend Christmas alone. 
However, after a week of nursing the in- 
jured leg it became vident hat it needed am- 
putation. The operation sports a price tag of 
$500, a tall bill for a cat with no home. 
Stella tried throughout the holidays to find 
the cat's owners but despite knocking on doors 
and putting up flyers nobody claimed her. 
not live. 
But local veterinarian, Dr. Eiorza has 
agreed to do the operation for a discounted 
rate and the Terrace Injured Animal Fund will 
be paying for the balance of the expensive 
operation. The fund was developed for injured 
ownerless animals that require veterinary at- 
tention. 
The Stellas have decided to adopt the cat 
and have her spayed. Their children have 
since renamed it Tigger. 
The Terrace Fire Department suspects the 
cat may have entered the city's drain system 
through an open culvert somewhere, and then 
Natu rai gas 
goes up again 
AVERAGE HOMEOWNERS will be paying upward of 
$1,800 a year for heat based on the latest round of natur- 
al gas price increases which took hold Jan. 1. 
Residential prices went up 16 per cent that date and 
are on top of 10 per cent granted Oct. 1 of last year and 
22 per cent on July 1, 2000. This latest increase comes 
,.;. solely from the price Of the gas itself. 
Octoberls increase was a combination of gas costqn, 
creases and hikes in the fee  Pacific Northern Gas 
charges to deliver gas to customers here. 
Gas costs have been soaring over the past two years 
because of the strong demand for the commodity from 
the United States and because there are now more pipe- 
lines reaching south of the border. 
In effect, B.C. residents are bidding for gas with a 
weak Canadian dollar against American interests with a 
much stronger U.S. dollar. Natural gas prices in B.C. 
have been deregulated for some time. Pacific Northern 
Gas passes along what it pays for gas without any mark 
up. 
On July 1 of last year, the price PNG charged for a 
gigajoule gas to cover the commodity, delivery and 
fixed fee was $10.14. That went up to $11.15. Oct. 1 and 
rose to $12.97 on Jan. 1. 
The B.C. Utilities Commission, which regulates what 
PNG charges to ship gas, estimates a home uses 120 
gigajoules ayear of gas. Add in a franchise• fee of $9.30 
a month and GST of seven per cent, and the bill begins 
to add up considerably. 
The Oct. 2000 and Jan. 1 increases are subject o ex- 
amination by the utilities commission at a hearing here 
in Terrace beginning March 5. 
The price for small business gas consumers also went 
up. As of Jan. 1, the increase was 19 per cent, making 
for a total hit of 31 per cent since July 2000. 
PNG officials also hope by that time to have final de- 
tails of a deal between itself and Methanex which owns 
a methanol producing plant at Kitimat. 
That deal must also be approved by the utilities com- 
mission for it could have more cost implications for 
PNG's consumers. Although Methanex buys its gas inde- 
pendently, it pays PNG to ship that gas through its pipe- 
lines and has become its largest source of revenue. 
Methanex closed its plant in July of last year citing 
high costs. It included PNG on the list of high costs. 
Since then Methanex and PNG have tried to reach a 
deal that would lower Methanex's costs and provide en- 
ough revenue to PNG to keep it in business. 
They did reach an agreement in principle last fall but 
have so far failed to come to a final agreement. There 
are worries that PNG's other customers will have to pick 
up the slack should Methanex receive substantial price 
reductions. 
PNG president Roy Dyce said there hasn't been a lot 
of progress on reaching a deal. "Some days it seems the ice that had frozen the cat's paw to the Without any owners coming forward to pick wandered through the sewer pipes until she got questionable," he said of negotiations. 
heavy, metal grate, up the veterinarian bill, the cat's fate appeared stuck. 
New year rings in with income tax cuts 
FEDERAL TAX RATES went down vincial surtaxes on high earners, cent on income up to about $61,0001 tax brackets, thus increasing the l l l l l l '  ' 
Jan. 1, providing a bit of relief for The provincial tax on income be- And the 29per cent tax rate on in- amount of taxes being collected. Many Canadians will also benefit 
local residents dealing with natural tween $30,000 and $60,000 will fall by come between about $61,000 and Now the amounts to be taxed will from a one lime federal cheque to help 
gas price hikes, half a percentage point and the small $100,000 will drop by three points to be adjusted to protect people from in- them cope with high heating expenses. 
The new rates were announced last business rate dips to 4.5 per cent. 26 per cent. This means people earn- flatten so that if their income rises, so The cheques will be mailed the end 
October by the federal Liberal govern- The federal tax reductions hould, ing more than $100,000 will still be does the level at which point they'll of January 2001 and go to people who 
ment and were a big part of its cam- on average, work out to a $1,100 saY- paying $29,000. enter a higher tax bracket, qualified for GST credits on the basis 
paign platform leading :to its re-dec- ings for one-earner family of four earn- But the surtax on high income earn- Also changing is the education tax of their 1999 tax returns. 
tion in November. ing $40,000 and $1,000 for a two-earn, ers will be eliminated, credit for full time students, from $200 Married and common law couples 
This will be the second round of er family of four earning $60,000. The federal government has also a month to $400 a month. The amount will get $250, Single parents families 
federal cuts in less than a year. The The redactions: are taking p lace brought back protection from having for part time students is $120 a month, will get $250 and single people with- 
first ones took place last spring, More through lowering of federal tax rates inf lat ion or ~'age increases i drive : up from $60 a month, out children will get $125. 
modest provincial ax cuts were a l s0 :  on  income. For incomes Up to about people to higher tax rate levels~ . . . .  The child tax benefit is also in. Roughly speaking, GST credit in- 
announced in the spring. .... $30,000, the rate will be 16 per cent, a : The federal,Liberals for years did creasing by $300 as of  July 2001. This come limits in 1999 were $33,880 for 
Other provincial tax cuts, also tak,  drop o f  one point: The ' 24 per cent ' nothing to protect people from having ::will bring the maximum child tax people without children, rising to 
ing hold on Jan. 1, will eliminate pro.: middle tax rate will drop to 22 per  inflation or wages push them to higher benefit o $2,372 for the first child : $42,280 for neonle with four 'In,,,, : : ~ . . . . . . .  .... ,-- r Chl ....... 
I 
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But it needs a name 
City appoints health body 
THE PERSON appointed tions. 
to chair the city's new 
health care expectations 
group says his job is to 
keep the effort on track. 
Dave Warner, a lawyer, 
says he has not participa- 
ted in the health care de- 
bate and so can come into 
the issues with an open 
mind. 
"I have no connection 
[with the health care 
community]," Warner said 
after his appointment was 
made by mayor Jack Tai- 
stra. 
Warner added that his 
role as chair will be to 
keep the process moving 
along of setting down the 
city's health care expecta- 
From front 
nei was Chosen precisely Don Ritchie, are on the Michael Kenyon, who has 
The list will then be 
submitted to the provincial 
government. 
Talstra announced the 
group's formation late last 
year in response to grow- 
ing criticisms about local 
health care, particularly 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Up until now, those cri- 
ticisms have been expres- 
sed through the local ad- 
vocacy group, Terrace 
Health Watch. It itself has 
been under fire from Skee- 
na NI~' MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht who has called 
because he has no prior group. 
participation i  health care Another health watch 
issues here and so could 
be neutral in his role. 
"This was done very 
consciously," said George 
of Warner's appointment. 
George has also partici- 
pated in Terrace Health 
Watch activities and esti- 
mates at least half of the 
member on the group is 
Val Haugland. 
A second city council- 
lor on the group, Lynnc 
Christensen, has also been 
involved in health watch 
activities. 
The other vice ch air is 
former Mills Memorial 
new city group is made up Hospital nursing director 
of health watch members. Joyce Krause. 
Two of the more promi- Three doctors have 
nent Terrace and Area been appointed to the 
Health Watch Group committee: Bill Redpath, 
members, Ida Mohler and Greg Linton and internist 
stated he intends to move 
to Nanaimo. 
All three have been 
highly visible vocal advo- 
",cates for health care in the 
:city and region. 
The other appointees 
arc: Carol Sam, Terrace 
.and District Chamber of 
• Commerce president Justin 
Rigsby and nurses Lynn 
Carey and Robyn Bagg. 
The group has its first 
meeting Jan. 10. It must 
ipick an official name and 
set down its terms of refer- 
ence. 
Dr. P. A. 0kimi 
G ral Denlislry, Orthodontics, TMJ 
New paffents welcome. 
L' 
Office Hours 
, Man- Thurs 8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IV5 
(250J635.761l. 
- - ~r~ 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitin~at, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
- Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Fund ~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
/ t  Assodo~ 24 hour pager 
it a partisan venture. ~° 
City councillor Val 
George, named as one of 
two vice chairs, says War- 
Body goes 
against advice 
He acted to cut extra monies paid by tl~e health coun- 
cil to physicians brought in for temporary coverage. 
And he brought in tight controls for over time and for 
ca!lbacks of workers. 
"'Both of these measures created immediate and posi- 
tive results on the balance sheet," Novak wrote. 
Other cost saving measures 
organized by Novak inclu- 
ded cutting a pastoral care 
position, integrating food 
services between Mills and 
Terraceview Lodge, limit. 
ing medical staff recruiting 
costs to $25,000, control- 
ling wage expenses in 
acute care, pediatrics, in- 
tensive care and in the 
operating rooms and cutting 
one senior management po- 
sition. 
Novak also included a sug- 
gested method for an an- 
nual evaluation of the chief 
executive officer. 
And he also said the healtt 
ministry shouldn't eonside] 
i ilJ g ,ij ;  i,ii :il) 
Tom Novak 
any more money for the 
health council until recommenda ins  o a in , . . . . .  ~ , . . . . .  . ,  ...... .......... [~?=,.~ r ng crease~ 
are made through, ,the ,r¢.ceDtl£,-comp]~'d, l ie.'gi~al health 
plan. . . . .  
. i l i i i  
F i rearms fo rms 
FEDERAL FIREARMS registration forms aren't avail- 
able at the provincial government's access centre here. 
That may have been the impression i  a Dec. 27 news 
article concerning the Jan. 1, 2001 deadline date to re- 
gister. Application forms are available at something 
called a Service Canada Centre outlet, but there isn't 
one of these in Terrace. 
Application forms ar¢, however, available at the post 
office. You can also download one by going to 
www.cfc.gc.ca; But it will need to be mailed in. 
You can also call the Canada Firearms Centre at 1- 




~qM m ,)iOPPI=I|,=) 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your 
assistance in solving a theft that occurred just off 
Cypress Rd. in Terrace, BC. 
Sometime late afternoon or early evening on 
December 22, 2000, unknown culprit(s) attended 
to an area behind Cypress St., to a 40 acre lot 
where a 1979 snowmachine had been temporarily 
parked. 
The vehicle owner last saw the snowmachine 
there in  the earlier half of the day, and upon 
returning for it found it to have been stolen . . . .  
The snowmachine is described as'. a black and 
green !979 Arctic Cat Eltegra 440. short track, 
with an aftermarket pant job including a tiger on 
each side of the hood, and neon green paddles 
on the track. 
If you have any information about this or any 
other similar incidents, or if you know the identity 
of the person or persons .responsible for this, (or 
any other), crime, Crime Stoppers would like to 
hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1.000,00 for | 
Information leading to an arrest and charges be ng laid I 
against an Individual In this or other unsolved crime, If you I 
have any InformatIon call Crime Stoppers at B35-TIPS that's I 
635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity | 
nor testify In court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call | 
display. . i 
r Call 635,TIPS i . 
7-eleven Is a proud supporter of Orlmestoppers J
, ' .  , ,  
"',-qcle ~ ~  
• , ;  TOMATO .... .; id,c,~; ~'~ a~ ~ ,
• TOMKrEc  ':: MUSHROOM 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ !" CHA,MPIGNON$ "~** 
Chicken Kraft Heinz Beans 
, Legs Droner or Pasta 
~'  ~ ' ~ck AHad~ed, Individually Original or Spaghetti. 
Quick Frozen, Sold in a 4 kg. Assorted varieties. 398 mL 
box for only $6.80 per box, 200 to 225 g, FIRST FOUR 
• Combined varieties. FIRST SIX- 
~ ' " >  UMIT ~0. Combined varieties, 
SAVEat ~. i....i!'~ii!:~.. 
least 22¢11b, 
~¢~) ~ 0/kg least 40¢ ~ SAVE at 
• I.st $z .o l  It 
- Safeway Club Price Safeway Club Price on three Safeway Club Price 
I Texas Toastl RedFlame Lysol . .  Bread I _Safeway li De°d°nzmg Tampons 
I~i~Stonel~geFa~.570g,~iteor as, ! Cleaners 2 6o8 I L~ i~!~ Whole Wheat. 'At Regular Pace. :: Re Oar or Super. 
SAV BUY ONE" GET ONE I r i6  re ,  L . . . .  t . . . .  
n I I I . , l . ,  
l ,, Safeway Club Price I ~ 5af-eway C~b Price ~ Safeway Club.P 5afeway Club Price 
' r~ ~.~ ' I 
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WARM WISHES, a message from the Governor General and a 
cake from the city helped make Harvey Doll's 104th birthday on 
Dec. 21 a festive affair. The resident of Terraceview Lodge gree- 
. •  
"You're just a darn show off, you know, 
Harvey celebrates 104th 
with cake from the city 
TERRACE'S Harvey Doll, a man old en- 
• ough to have seen both the start and the 
close of the 20th century, celebrated his 
birthday in style Dec. 21, with a gathering 
of family, friends and well wishers at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
Doll wore a crisp, white baseball cap 
he'd been given for the occasion. 
In bright read lettering it proclaimed: l 
am 104. 
ted friends and relatives alike. Top photo, lodge recreation co-or- 
dinator Bonnie Casault reads birthday greetings while below, on 
the right, great grandson Kelly helps Harvey cut a piece of cake. 
Doll special birthday greetings. 
Doll also received warm birthday 
wishes, and a large birthday cake, from 
Terrace city council. 
His longevity certainly makes him 
something of a superstar in Terrace, 
where he now holds the title as oldest ci- 
tizen. 
"I'm 90/' Vesta Douglas kidded Doll. 
"Your being 104 - you're just a darn show 
Reaching the age of 104 years is a rare off, you know." 
dtstmctton - one that earned~the notxce of : ~The party was iotg~at~etl'?o~ the Ter, 
Canada's Governor General, .who' sent::  race ~egmnali.~, tsto¢~c[l Soclety.~, =~ 
You BE THE JUDGE 
A Wif e Too Many 
"He~. girls, look who, o couple." , A~F~EC~N 
R T S o n ~ .  casually swept the room. 'All I see is 
Amy an~:l Danica sharing a dessert." 
Mehnle grinned. "Exactly." 
Sandy stared in disbelief. "You mean theym..." kitchen to calm herself wlth an herbe . 
"Get out of the dark ages." Addana spegrM.an Amy called after her. "Youd be a lot calmer if 
olive from her p ate "Ever hear of Ellen you got on the phone to round up some more 
DeGeneres? Amy and Danica are a lesbian cou- business. Uke i'm doingi". 
pie. No bigdea. I.: The situation continued to worsen. 
Sandy shushed 
over" 
everyone up. ~l'beyre walking Amy cursed as she read the mail. "its a law- 
yers letter from one of our suppliers. Weren't you 
Tt~e executives concentraL-~ on their greek supposedto negoliatea .l~ayrnentschedule~" 
sol,o, fls. ,, Danica paul,. "You I~lame me for everything. 
Con we jo n.you~ Amy asked. 'm doing my best" ,, ,, 
Sandy broke rote a b!9 smile. "Oh hil We didnt "Well its not good enoughl Amy exploded. I 
notice you. Have a seat.- put all my money into the house and the busi- 
ness, and'youre barely, lifting a finger. And now 
"Guess what," Amy was bubbling. "lrn buying the creditors qre .houn,:ting us:" 
a house and Danico and I are movin~ in together. Danica walked out in a huff. 
Its only natural since wove been ~,ends for so The next week., .Amy got another Ic=wyers let- 
long." =, The executives tried to look cool. ter. "Great. Another angry creditor. Wait a mia- 
Conclratulations) ule...i~s from Oanical S~es suinpl me for spousal 
Me]ante whispered to Adriana. "Such a shame support? Well, she can forget ill ~r 
to ruin a nice rdallonship with clomesticiiyl" In court, Danica was nervous. "Your Honour, 
A few years (ater, Amy and Danica came up the law provides for support where a couple has 
with another announcement, been together for over Ifiree .years. Irn entitled to 
support considering the work and effort that I "Were leaving the agency and starting our own have contributed." 
business at home." "Congratu ationsl" . Amy stormed to her feet, "Your Honour, that 
Adriana whispered to Melanie. "Mixing bust- aw also stoles that o couple means a man and a 
hess and a relationshipl Can you say disaster?" woman, Had the legislator wanted same sex 
After a hopebl s,tprt, Amy. and Danlca were coup.hs to be treatedin the same manner, she 
soon strugglin~cj with ~eir new buslness.. ~,, would have said so." 
Danica sat in their home oniee, sut~mg, wove Should Danlca get sup~rt? YOUI Be The 
lost another client. I cant take this." She ran to the Judge. Then, look be'low f& the decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Criminal and Family Law Civil Litigation Aboriginal Law 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
I , Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
' "P u Am " Jud • Thomas dec,ded "the law YOUI BE THE JUDGE-  DECISION: ay p, y, g ' .. 
that llmils support to heterosexual couples is unconstitullonal, it discriminates on the basis of 
sexua orientation. Same sex couples have the same r!ght to meet their basic financial needs 
offer the breakup of a rdahonshp mvolwng nt~macy and economic dependence. 
Today's ¢dumn is bh~sd on a cam from Oq.~rlo. I[ you.hove a =hh!laf p~a~.!em, p~m~, cont0¢t (=i~o, n~r) or anolhe¢~ 
in ~/our ~ovlnce. !".o provide compel ng ~lerlaipment, v~l~e ,~O~on?.zea InS names,, m.e .c.eera ,c~r s on 
~e g'enpr osJ:infl~l~Oc~e h~av ermb~n~ ,~rne~ter~/cl~olo~ "siPU ~?l~E Inclaenm'' ,n me inlere~t 0, Cleric/ann orevw/, 
mele~l ssu g Y .P" • 
Claire Bermtein is o awyer end notionally syndlca~:~ ; mnnL Copyright 2000 Ha~ka Enterpnses. c~a-~ 
News In Brief 
Gitxsan fight logging fine 
A GROUP of Gitxsan hereditary chiefs are going to 
court to contest fines of $150,000 levied against 
them for illegal logging. 
The Bear Lake and Sustut area chiefs are dispu- 
ting the decision of the Forest Appeal Board that 
logs were cut by the Wil'dahl'ax Development 
Corporation without he authority of the Forest Act. 
"It is government hypocrisy to penalize us for 
occupying our territories when the law requires us 
to do so if we are to make claims to rights and 
title," said Thomas Patrick, one of the plaintiffs. 
"The government is trespassing and according to 
our laws the consequences are serious," added 
Rena Benson, a chief of Nil gyap house. "Maybe 
the Supreme Court might provide some leader- 
ship." 
Ice causes crash 
ONE PERSON was injured Dec. 20 after black ice 
10 kilometres west of town on Hwy 16 put four ve- 
hicles in the ditch. 
RCMP said two oncoming vehicles pun out of 
control on the black ice around 1:15 p.m. 
One ended up in the snowbank, but the other - a 
westbound Toyota 4 Runner - spun into the oppos- 
ing land and was hit by an eastbound tractor trailer 
chip truck. Both those vehicles ended up in the 
ditch, police said, and the driver of the Toyota was 
taken' to Mills Memorial Hospital by ambulance 
with non-life-threatening i juries. 
Spousal assault alleged 
A 46-YEAR-OLD man has been charged with as- 
saulting his wife after police were called to a dis- 
turbance at a home on the 4600 block of Graham 
Ave. at 10:34 p.m. Dec. 2L 
RCMP said the 35-year-old woman was not in- 
jured. The accused was arrested and released after 
promising to appear in court in February. 
New members appointed 
FOREST RENEWAL B.C. has appointed three new 
members to its board of directors. Smithers mayor 
Brian Northrup is one of the three. He and the other 
new members are expected to bring more com- 
munity and northern representation to the board. 
As of Dec. 31 all provincial politicians will be 
removed from the board and will be replaced by 
the new members who will serve a one year term. 
Pedestrian hit by truck 
FIFTY-FIVE year old Beverly Gertrude Nemeth of 
Prince Rupert was struck by a truck and fatally in- 
jured on Dec. 22. 
Nemeth was crossing 2nd  Avenue West at 7th 
Street in Prince Rupert at 7 p.m. when she was 
struck by an eastbound truck said police. 
Neither alcohol or speed were factors in the in- 
cideht, 'said"pbi[i:e: 'Tl ie investigation is ohgoing. 
E TAC nlTherapy~i! ~ 
Intravenous Ciieiation Tr~~tmei~ts ;i A~ip~rlot]bre:;:~:(; i I 
Food Allergy Testlng • Vitamln/Herbal Mediolne l l 
Preventative Medicine • Homeopathlc Medlclne I ] 
'Nutritional 8= Lifestyle Consultation 
Ozone Therapy .Vega Testing 
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Another year 
HISTORIANS WILL one day regard 2000 in the 
northwest as the year the regional economy stabi- 
lized. 
After a three-year battering because of pro- 
blems with the basic resource industries of the 
northwest, the region, if it did not exactly prosper, 
did not slip back 
Despite politically-motivated caterwauling from 
the south, Skeena Cellulose is alive and kicking 
thanks, in part, to a healthy pulp industry. The 
broad-based impact of this all-so-important eco- 
nomic generator in the northwest puts money and 
jobs into the region. 
The forest industry overall received good news 
late in 2000 with the provincial government an- 
nouncing its willingness to ease up on royalty 
rates for wood and to permit more log exports. 
The signing of the Nisga'a treaty has intro- 
duced a new stream of development money into 
the northwest. Just as important is the political 
stability stemming from the treaty in an otherwise 
slightly chaotic land claims environment. 
To the west, moves to develop the Prince Ru- 
pert waterfront as a tourist attraction and a growth 
in the small cruise ship industry can only mean 
good news for Terrace. Indeed, ambitious plans 
to construct a docking facility for large cruise 
ships should be bolstered by all the moral support 
and good wishes Terrace can muster. 
That's because if there is one thing the last three 
years has taught us is that the cities and towns in 
the northwest cannot act independently of one an- 
other. 
What happens in Prince Rupert, Kitimat, the 
Nass Valley and even the Hazeltons and Smithers 
has an effect on Terrace. And vice versa. 
This city remains as the central goods and ser- 
vices provider for the northwest. Overall, the 
type, quantity and quality of services here out- 
weighs what our own population could support 
all by itself. It is only because we are at the cross- 
roads of the northwest, depending as we are on 
visitors from other places, that we enjoy and can 
use what we have. 
To be sure, there are problems. There's uncer- 
tainty in Kitimat over whether Methanex will ever 
re-open its methanol plant. And Alcan's determi- 
nation to close one of its seven potlines because 
of a hydro-power shortage is not welcome. Still, 
it seems there are other agendas at work in both 
these circumstances. 
The northwest also welcomes the new year 
with cuts in federal income tax and modest reduc- 
tions in the provincial tax. At the very least, this 
money will help ease the growing bill for natural 
gas. i 
Are we on a roll? Not quite. But we're all still 
here and that's about as much as can be expected 
as we face the challenges of the new year. 
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Tackling the tough alth issues 
VICTORIA-  Remember 
when politicians of all stripes 
assured Canadians during the 
last election campaign that 
"saving" the country's health 
care system was foremost on 
their minds? 
What they didn't tell us 
was how they would save it. 
As far as I can ascertain the 
federal Liberals believe that 
spreading a few billion dollars 
around will do the trick. 
Taking their cue from Otta- 
wa, the British Columbia NDP 
government staged a public 
relations extravaganza to show 
us that they are indeed throw- 
mg some more money at 
health care. 
And at whom specifically 
did they throw it? Doctors 
mostly. Does any politician 
really believe that this is how 
we can repair the health care 
HUBERT BEYER 
introduced Medicare in Sas- 
katchewan, times were differ- 
ent. There were no million- 
dollar pieces of equipment to 
diagnose a dozen different dis- 
eases. And many surgical pro- 
cedures we take for granted 
were unknown 
The result is that heart by. 
system? If so, we should throw pass surgery carries a price tag 
the:l"0~iout~at the earliest op- ._~-'°f more"than $30,000. And 
portuni~,,.,:-i~ ..... more and more people live 
The answers, if there are 
any, to our health care pro- 
blem can only be found in an 
exhaustive nation-wide de- 
bate, perhaps even one of 
those much-maligned Royal 
Commissions. 
There is simply no way to 
keep increasing budgets for 
health care without first ascer- 
taining how the money should 
be spent. 
When Tommy Douglas first 
longer and will, at some time 
or other, be candidates for 
open-heart surgery. 
As our average age in- 
creases, Canadians expect 
miracles from modern medical 
science. We do not question 
whether doctors hould through 
heroic efforts extend the lives 
of their patients for even a 
week. 
Maybe they should, maybe 
they shouldn't. I'm not a medi- 
cal expert, nor am I an ethi- 
cist. But I believe that we 
should talk about it. 
Ho~" about rationing health 
care? Smokers get one bypass 
operation. If they don't quit, 
they won't qualify for another. 
You don't like it? Neither do I, 
but it should be discussed. 
How about a two-tiered 
health care system? Nothing 
gets you evicted faster from an 
NDP rally than the mention of 
a two-tiered health care. 
But why shouldn't he pri- 
vate sector be able to 10ok 
after some medical proce- 
dures, as long as no-one is de- 
nied treatment for lack of 
money? 
How about eliminating 
health care premiums and 
automatically insuring every 
Canadian? The money it costs 
to collect the premiums isn't 
that much less than what it 
collects. 
How 
medical procedures "to', other 
jurisdictions? About 12 years 
ago, I had open-heart surgery 
in Seattle because the waiting 
lists here were more than 12 
months. The price tag was 
lower than it would have been 
here in B.C. 
There are super-modem 
hospitals in Thailand with 
equipment our hospitals can 
only dream of, where outstand- 
ing surgeons perform a bypass 
operation at a cost of $1,500 
Can. 
You may not like the topics 
I have listed for possible inclu- 
sion in a public debate on 
health care. I may not care for 
some of them myself, but that 
doesn't mean we should stick 
our collective head in the sand 
and pretend that all will be 
well, as long as we shovel 
more money in the direction of 
health care. 
For years, the opposition 
parties have urged the Liberal 
government o instruct the 
House of Commons standing 
committee on health to initiate 
a comprehensive study on how 
the health care system could 
be saved. 
What we've got instead 
from the government are warn- 
ings on cigarette packages that 
will as of now include graphic 
pictures of diseased lungs. 
Think about the stuc ents first 
1 
I i i: I : i o l l l e l :  I : !  I ilel*lL,]l i~ i  
/ 
CLAUDETTE SANDEC~ 
are the top concern across the 
district." Another trustee 
added, "If a child can't read, 
he can't succeed". 
Concerned by these under- 
achievements, one trustee pro- 
posed measures be taken to 
improve students' reading. Ap- 
parently the motion could 
"DO IT or your ass is grass." 
Words spoken by a threa- 
tening Bruce Willis in his lat- 
est special effects movie? 
Clint Eastwood in a re-run of 
Dirty Harry? Not even close. 
Those words are the school 
board chair's interpretation of 
a motion made at the Decem- 
• ber meeting of Coast Moun- 
tain No. 82, a motion calling 
for measures to improve stu- 
dents reading skills. 
Results from the education 
ministry's  province-wide 
checkup of basic reading, wri- 
ting and math skills show 30 
per cent of Coast Mountain's 
Grade 7 students aren't meet- 
ing expectations. By Grade 10, 
28 per cent are reading below 
standards et for their grade 
level, according to the 2000 
Foundation Skills Assessment. 
Hazelton trustee Peter 
Weeber confirmed, "Our kids 
can't read. Low reading scores 
have expressed the trustee's 
intention more tactfully. The 
news report fails to quote the 
offending motion which made 
the recently hired superinten. 
dent feel degraded and insul. 
ted. 
So what happened with the 
motion? Instead of suggesting 
wording kinder to the sensibili- 
ties of administrators, the chair 
faces about like a muskox to 
deflect criticism of the dis- 
trict's shortcomings. 
The news reported a lengthy 
debate followed, centered on 
the tenor of the motion which 
seems to have ruffled the fea- 
thers of administrators. The de- 
bate seems to have skimmed 
the issue of students' inability 
to read. 
Once again, as so often in 
years past, the needs of stu- 
dents were elbowed aside 
while the feelings of six-figure 
administrators preoccupied the 
meeting. 
No doubt parents and stu- 
dents themselves must share 
responsibility for poor reading 
skills. Teachers can do only so 
much. It's up to parents to en- 
courage reading, to make 
books and other age-appropri- 
ate reading material available 
n the home and to model the 
joys of reading. 
The chair's succinct inter- 
pretation of the motion caught 
my attention ot only because I 
had never heard the expression 
before, but because it was so 
inappropriate to the venue and 
her office. The expression is far 
better suited to someone who 
sells farm fertilizers. 
For the chief role model for 
the district's teachers and stu- 
dents to use such earthy terms 
baffles me. But I 'm more dis- 
tressed whenever a school 
board favours administrators 
over students. 
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, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fm sorry, but I expect more 
about farmings,our from m~, fedei'al government" 
than:pandering to the 'anti :~ 
smoking lobby. . 
These people were elected I 
to lead us, and that's what I ~: 
expect the government to do. 1:: 
The debate on health care 
should start right now. And 
when the results are in, the 
government should take ap- 
propriate remedial action [: 
Beyer can be reached at: t: 
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CITY COUNCIL S REFUSAL to declare a gay 
pride day. is going to result in a complaint o the 
provincial human rights commission. 
Council originally voted 5 to 1 against such a 
day when requested to do so by a provincial group 
called Rainbow B.C. and affirmed its actions when 
asked again to do so by a local group, 
Members of a local tolerance group said city 
cou acil was being intolerant by not declaring such a 
day, 
They noted that the City of Kelowna, which also 
refused to grant a gay prideday, was ultimately 
found to be discriminatory and was subsequently 
fined by a human rights tribunal. 
Cit);. councillor David Hull, the only councillor 
to vote in favour of the proclamation, said not 
doing so was short-sighted and intolerant. 
The long awaited skate board park is going to 
get finished now that the city has agreed to chip in 
just over $10,000 on the project. 
It'll make the total city investment in the park at 
more than $60,000 with the park itself costing more 
than $200,000. 
"~We're going to end up with a much needed 
facility in the community," said city councillor Val 
Georg,; in the debate leading up to the decision to 
gramt $10,000. 
Thepark  was the idea of city councillor Rich 
McDaniel who then gathered together a group of 
yoting people. It's meant as an alternative to having 
young people use their skate boards on sidewalks or 
in parking lots. 
~'k,k-k-k 
School District 82 welcomed its new superinten- 
dent, Herb Fader, to the area. 
From Alberta, Fader takes over from interim 
superintendent Sharon Beetle. School District 82 is 
a merger of separate districts in Kitimat and in 
Terrace/Hazelton/Stewart. 
Fa~ler comes to the area with a reputation of 
building a team-like atmosphere on school boards 
and with school administrators. 
"k-k"k'k'/r 
LOCAL COMPANY Hawkair Aviation Services 
says it expects delivery of a 37-passenger Dash 8- 
100 aircraft in August to put into service between 
Terrace and Vancouver. 
Hawkair got its star.t flying transport aircraft to 
mining camps and other place s,,up, norlb,but.vtqp.k DO 
th'e'i:~'b of. de'el'aping a:p~'isenger seryi¢'¢ when the. ! 
transport business tailed off. 
More than 20 people will be employed by the 
company once it is up to full staffing levels. 
"i~ "k-/r "k--k 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation is now offi- 
cially free of its 14-year-aid ebt to the Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district of more than $600,000. 
The debt figure represents the original purchase 
price, plus interest, of equipment the ski corpora- 
t ion bought from the regional district's old 
Kitsumkalum ski operation in 1986. That equip- 
ment was then valued at $308,000. 
"This action will help a financially struggling 
community facility survive," regional district chair- 
man Joanne Monaghan said, "It also offers job 
opportunities for our youth and brings economic 
opportunities to our area." 
The debt-free action was accomplished by pro- 
vineial legislation. 
"k- ~r "k"k ~r 
IWA members went back to work July 10 after 
ending a strike which began June 27. 
Approximately 600 IWA members in this area 
joined 11,000 elsewhere on the coast and on 
Vancouver Island in a strike for more money and 
better pensions. 
The contract is for three years with wage 
increases of two per cent each year on a current 
base rate of $20.86 an hour. Employees will make 
more contributions to their pension plan but the 
benefit will increase from $40 a month for every 
year of service to $50. Those payments will eventu- 
ally rise to $60 a month. 
"k -k -k,k',k. 
Terrace could one day enjoy a taste of the eco- 
nomic boom now underway in northeastern B.C. 
thanks to two potentially lucrative natural gas and 
oil deposits. 
One de posit to the north and one to the south 
and east of Terrace could contain as much oil and 
natural gas as a higher profile location, underneath 
the seabed off the coast of Prince Rupert. 
In total, the Bowser Basin~ stretching north and 
west of Terrace, and the Nechako Basin, south and 
farther east, could hold as much as 23 trillion cubic 
feet of natural gas and 7.5 billion barrels of oil. 
'k'k-'k ~r,k 
The Dare to Dream foundation has started rais- 
ing money to bring back band, at least during lunch 
PROTESTERS were at Mills Memorial Hospital the morning of Friday, September 15, as general practitioners joined the doctors strike here. 
and after school, to elementary school students. 
Organizer Donna Ziegler says the goal is to 
replace cuts to the school district's music program 
brought in because of budget problems. 
"Teachers have been (teaching extra curricular 
band) voluntarily for years," she said. "The differ- 
ence is now they will get paid." 
"k-k'k,k,k 
Terrace RCMP say there aren't enough officers 
to keep with with the number of marijuana grow 
operations sprouting throughout the area. 
"It's a matter of being able to get to it as you 
can," said Sgt. Anders Udsen of the RCMP serious 
crime unit here. "It depends on how much time and 
human resources we can put into it." 
-k -k i t  Yt,k 
Under threat of closing down its Kitimat metha- 
nol plant for good, Methanex is looking for public 
and private help. 
The company says it shut down operations July 
1 for at least a year because the costs of turning 
natural gas into the alternative fuel methanol are 
too expensive. 
Although it concedes it can't do much about the 
They're worried that the road isn't laid out prop- 
erly for pedestrians, that heavy machinery using the 
road might put pedestrians in danger and that pea. 
ple with shops in their yards might find themselves 
prevented from doing work in them. 
The current Osborne Home is old and not con- 
sidered worthy of improvements. 
-~',k.k'Yr -k
After election wins in 1993 and 1997, Skeena 
Alliance MP Mike Scott has announced he won't be 
running again. Scott, 46, says it's time to move on 
to other commitments and that it would be wrong to 
think of politics as a career, 
"I didn't want that to happen," said Scott. 
Nobody should be involved just for the sake of 
being an MR" 
Yr ,k,k',k,A, 
Mamma, a drag queen from Los Angeles, came 
to Terrace with a film crew in tow to do a documen- 
tary on the city now that council has decided not to 
declare a gay pride day. 
The crew and Mamma want to use the local 
footage in a pilot to sell a TV series based on the 6- 
foot, 4-inch and 350 pound gay man doing inter- 
LANDSCAPERS Mike Cagnon and Joel Reece are bricking in the small court yards that will flank 
the entrances to Terrace's new linear park, the Grand Trunk Pathway. 
price of natural gas, Methanex does want Pacific 
Northern Gas to lower the fee it charges to pass the 
gas through its northern pipeline. It also wants tax 
concessions from the province and from the District 
of Kitimat. 
That's now caused PNG to say it must raise its 
transmission rates to make up for the shortfall of 
missing Methanex revenue. 
This would mean higher prices for residential, 
commercial and other industrial users in the 
northwest. 
August 
Plans to move the Osborne home for mentally ill 
people to Kofoed in Thornhill are being questioned 
by prospective neighbours. 
~,  " ; ' ,  b~:gl :~ '~:~ " ~.~..~.~.;~:~ ~°~ " ...... 
I i!: Live bear trap 
...... Stay back 
THE FAMILIAR round bear traps became a common sight once again this year as conservation 
officers struggled to keep up with a flood of complaints. More than 250 bear calls were fielded 
between Terrace and Kltlmat in September, 
views on interesting social issues. 
"I don't bite," said Mamma while at the farmers 
market. "Why are people afraid of a man in a dress? 
Women are allowed to wear pants, but if a man tries 
to become a little glamourous, there's something 
drastically wrong with that." 
,k-.k,/r'k.k 
Nisga'a elders over 60 years of age have each 
received cash payments of $15,000 as part of the 
treaty settlement earlier this year. 
About 300 people were eligible, making the total 
paid out at approximately $4.5 million. It's one of 
the first tangible benefits of the treaty, 
At the same time, Nisga'a took part in a com- 
mercial fishery that is part of the treaty's 
conditions. 
-k'k'/r "~'k 
Cataract surgery has flared up as the latest issue 
over health care here. 
By December, the budget for cataract surgery 
will have been used up with three months left in the 
budget year at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
It has raised fears that the region's only ophthal- 
mologist may very well leave if there is no surgery 
time provided at Mills. 
• k,k- Yr,/C,k 
Residents of Kemano, the town Alcan built to 
house workers and their families running the com- 
pany's hydro-electric generating facilities, begin to 
move out. 
The company town is being closed down as a 
cost-saving measure but residents mourn a lifestyle 
which created a bond not seen in very many other 
places. 
Workers instead will be rotated in and out and 
live in a camp-like setting. 
• k'k"k" ~'k 
Two forest companies operating in this area that 
have broken from environment group-led truce 
talks on contentious coastal logging are under 
intensifying pressure from U.S. boycotts. 
Interior and West Fraser, both of whom employ 
Terrace-based loggers, are seeing U.S. markets 
shrink as a series of major retailers bend to environ- 
mental campaigns to stop buying wood from B.C.'s 
old growth forests. 
September 
Specialists and general practitioners returned to 
work here alter refusing all but emergency services 
at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
They struck to back up demands that phymcians 
be paid annual bonuses to stay in rural and remote 
areas and to be paid for being on-call. 
Their demands mirror an agreement struck 
between the provincial government and first Prince 
George doctors and then Williams Lake doctors 
earlier in the summer. 
They say those deals make it more lucrative for 
doctors to practice there instead of in places uch as 
Terrace. 
The strike ended when the province and the doe- 
,tars agreg~to go to mediation., : ~ ,-,: ::.:,,' ~'I 
The Nl~ga,aof the Nass Valley open'ed thei'r;iie~, 
government building in New Aiyansh. 
The structure will house the legislative and 
administrative arm of the Nisga'a Lisims govern- 
ment which was created as part of the land claims 
agreement signed with the federal and provincial 
governments. 
"Welcome to Nisga'a territory, I call it the land 
of the free," said Nisga'a interim president Joe 
Gosnell. "Anyone who's lived under the Indian Act 
will understand that." 
,k- "k- k'.k-,k- 
The Terrace and Area Health Council received a
budget boost of $1.7 million to run Mills Memorial 
Hospital and Terraceview Lodge, a healthy increase 
over last year, and $500,000 to spend on 
equipment. 
Of the $1.7 million, just over $600,000 is going 
to wage increases. And $500,000 is being spent on 
expanding services, including more hours and 
emp]oyees for the emergency room, intensive care 
unit, a diabetic teaching program and a program 
encouraging healthy babies. 
All told, the health council's operating budget is 
$21.6 million, with $17.3 million of that coming 
from the provincial government. 
An extra $40,000 isbeing spent to boost the 
ophthalmology budget. 
October 
More than !,300 people gathered inside and out- 
side of the R,E,M Lee Theatre Oct, 13 for a health 
rally demanding the provincial government spend 
more money at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
Speaker after speaker said the hospital and 
patient care is at risk unless more" money is found 
for more doctors, nurses and services. 
"We need to let those people in government 
know that we are going to vote them out if they 
don't fund health care," said Tom Sager, a spokes- 
man for rally organizer, the Terrace Health Watch 
Group. 
Organizers also gathered signatures for a petition 
which then then sent down to the provincial 
government. 
"kYr~r'k'k 
The highways ministry says it wants to spend 
$1.6 million to replace the wooden decking on the 
old Skeena Bridge with a metal grate-like surface. 
The move would save money in maintenance 
and in having to replace the bridge's wooden deck- 
ing after it gets worn down. 
'k"k-/r'/r ~
Northwestern governments and businesses want 
the province to build a road from the west to the 
Kemess gold and copper mine, 
It would mean the mine could ship its product o 
Stewart instead of the current, longer route through 
Prince George. 
And the road would open a region to logging 
and other businesses which would then spur eco- 
nomic activity in the northwest. 
"k'k,k~r~r 
The regional 10-bed psychiatric unit at Mills 
Memorial Hospital is to get a $427,000 renovation. 
Included will be the construction of two "safe" 
roomsfor patients o they don't present a danger to 
themselves or to others. 
The Year In Review 
it's that time of the year again- 
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flanked by brother Kyle and friend Jacob Carey. 
They were among those who gathered for the Nov. 
~9 introduction of the Northwest Loggers Mon- 
ument at the linear park. The idea for the memorial 
quickly caught on among people in the community. 
November 
Terrace businessman Roger Harris was chosen as the 
provincial Liberal party's Skeena riding candidate for 
the next provincial election. 
He defeated Rich McDaniel, a Terrace city council- 
lor and also a businessman. 
Harris said he'll work toward representing the riding 
in Victoria, not representing Victoria in the riding. 
**-k.k~ 
Interim Nisgara Lisims government president Joe 
Gosnell was chosen as the first, formal elected president 
of the government in a vote Nov. 10. 
Gosnell was president of the Nisga'a Tribal Council, 
the predecessor to the Lisims government, and was in- 
strumental in signing a land claims treaty between the 
Nisga'a and the federal and provincial governments. Ed 
Wright elected for the position of secretary treasurer. 
The Canadian Alliance, formerly the Reform party, 
solidified its federal presence in Skeena when former 
Stewart mayor Andy Burton 
was elected to be the re- 
gion's next Member of Par- 
liament in Ottawa. 
Burton took about 63 per 
cent of the vote - approx- 
imately the same amount 
captured by Mike Scott in 
1997 when he ran for the 
then-Reform party. 
Rhoda Witherly placed 
second on behalf of the Lib- 
eral party, while NDPer 
Larry Guno was third. Also 
running was a member of 
the Green party, the Pro- 
gressive Conservative party, 
the Natural Law party and 
the Christian Heritage 
Party. Andy Burton 
This is the third consecu. 
five election that the Reform-Alliance party has won the 
seat in Skeena. 
It wants to establish a stand alone licensed practical 
nurses program in which students would attend the col- 
lege's Terrace campus. And it wants to strike up a deal 
with the University of Northern British Columbia with 
students taking the first two years in Terrace and the 
third and fourth years at UNBC in Prince George to 
graduate with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. 
There's a growing shortage of nurses in B.C. and 
across Canada and the competition is fierce in order to 
attract nurses to the north. 
Skeena Cellulose president Bill Steele says that de- 
spite rumours to the contrary, reports of the company's 
demise are greatly exaggerated. 
He was reacting to reports the company, rescued by 
the province in 1997, was nearly out of money and in 
danger of closing down. 
Steele said the company has made $15 million up to 
the end of October on the strength of healthy pulp prices. 
He did acknowledge that the sawmill end of the business 
is having a tough time because of low prices. 
Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht is calling 
"crazy" his own government's plan to place an environ. 
mental tax on gas-guzzling vehicles. 
The idea is to charge more for vehicles using lots of 
gas and to give rebates to people driving vehicle con. 
suming less gas. Some estimates place the increase at 
$4,000. 
Giesbrecht said the plan doesn't make sense in the 
north because a high number of people depend upon lar- 
ger vehicles, often four-wheel drive, for their livelihood 
and to travel from town to town. 
The province is floating the idea and has yet to say it 
is going ahead with it. 
December 
Mediators have recommended rural and remote doc- 
tors take an offer of more money to stay put for the time 
being and then to see what can be done in a new con- 
tract to take hold next spring. 
The government offer had been rejected at first by 
doctors who said it didn't match other ones signed with 
Northern Gas (PNG) to cut its workforce to save money. 
Although it is making cuts elsewhere in its front of- 
rice complement, it is going to open up a customer ser- 
vice call centre in Terrace. This means the company, at 
least insofar as Terrace is concerned, will be adding 
jobs. 
In the meantime, the company did announce a tenta- 
tive deal with Methanex. The two had been feuding over 
costs to ship natural gas through PNG's pipeline to Me- 
thanex's methanol plant in Kitimat. 
Methanex has closed its Kitimat plant, saying the 
cost of shipping gas, among other things, is too high. 
PNG, because it depends upon Methanex for a substan- 
tial amount of its revenues, has been looking for ways to 
cut expenses. 
Northwest Community College officials are forging 
ahead on two fronts in the attempt o provide more 
nurses in the north. 
"k*A"k~r physicians in Prince George and Williams Lake. 
They did go on strike but sent back to work after 
Terrace is going to gain jobs despite fforts by Pacific agreeing to mediation. If attempts to reach a contract 
fail, the mediators aid they are prepared to put one in 
place by arbitration. 
*****  
The province says it will ease up on stumpage fees 
and other costs to northwestern forest companies to en- 
courage them to put people back to work. 
Companies who haven't been cutting to their permit 
levels can have independent contractors do the job and 
export the wood. 
Environmentalists and the forest industry have agreed, 
save for some areas, on a land use plan in the northwest. 
It takes into account he logging industry but also sets 
aside areas for protection because of environmental con- 
siderations. 
More than nine years have gone by since talks first 
started to come up with a Kalum Land and Resource 
Plan. The plan must still be approved by the provincial 
cabinet. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ' ' "  ~n~l - -U l l l  t" ~-agell, left, Evange- 
line Bolton, Selina Faithful and Kathy Miller count 
grocery bags packed and ready for Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank recipients, The food bank dlstrlbu. 
ted 574 bags of food in November, approximately 
100 fewer than November 1999. Food bank organi- 
zers hope that's a sign that people are doing better 
than has been the case in recent years. 
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Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m, 
Games 9:45 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
635.2411 
. ZC  
800 RMK 
$96990o 
• Handle Bar Hooks 
• 144" Track - 2" Lug 
• eas Rack 
• Mountain Bar 
SPORTSMAN 500 
HIGH O[ TPtJ r 
s89990o 
If you want the fastest, most powerful, 
and best suspended automatic 500cc 
four wheeler, the vote goes to the new 
and Improved Sportsman 500 HO. It's 
boasting a larger curb, modified cam 
and clutch with 20% extra horsepower. 
Dirtwheels Magazine 4x4 Shootout  
School district working hard 
to turn out the best readers 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing in response 
to the Dec. 13, 2000 arti- 
cle - "Student Literacy 
Action Demanded", sub- 
titled "Board kills motion 
to hold school district offi- 
cials responsible". 
It concerns me that our 
media, although reporting 
the fact that this motion 
was defeated, did not con- 
vey the message of the de- 
liberation causing its de- 
feat. 
The board was in com- 
plete agreement that liter- 
acy is our highest priority 
and that ultimately, our  
I II I I I  I I II meeting the reading ex-  
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD pectations of the ministry 
The Mail ag , , , , oo ,  percent are ex- 
ceeding ministry expecta- 
tions, it is unfortunate that 
II 
school superinteudent, 
Herb Fader, is accountable 
to the board for the pro- 
grams he oversees, includ- 
ing the literacy program. 
Those two issues stand 
without question in the 
board's eyes. 
However, another issue 
was not mentioned and 
that was the effect of the 
original motion on morale. 
The board does support 
Missed opportunity 
Dear Sir: 
l feel that your paper motion or its eventual de- 
missed an opportunity to feat. 
applaud school trustees' Brenda Sissons, 
willingness to tackle the Terrace, B.C. 
issue of unacceptable - 
I II II II " '  ' 
Mr. Herb Fader, our semor 
administration and each 
employee of this district. It 
is the wish of the board' 
that we employ the best 
staff available and that 
they, in turn, turn out the 
best students possible. It is 
our goal to become the 
best by expecting the best. 
In my opinion, the mo- 
tion brought forward by 
Trustee Peter King was 
defeated because it did not 
bring out the best. In my 
view it reflected a non- 
supportive authoritarian 
demand, which is contrary 
to the direction of the 
board. 
In a district where 68 
per cent of students are 
our media did not report on 
the positive efforts being 
made to teach our stu- 
dents. 
Many, many programs 
are being run to help stu- 
dents become better read- 
ers. Our administration, our 
teachers, our parents and 
our P.A.C groups deserve 
a big pat on the back for 
what has been achieved to 
date. 
The plans for future en- 
richment are far reaching. 
It is my opinion that with 
full support, all students 
will be successful. That is 
our goal and that is what 




School District 82 
vels of student literacy in 
your Dec. 13 coverage of 
the issue as presented at 
December's school board 
meeting. 
Yes, there was heated 
discussion. There was also " 
unanimity expressed by all 
those who participated 
about making the raising 
of literacy levels a board 
priority, whatever the cost. 
To a parent and a com- 
munity professional who 
sees daily the cost of poor 
literacy to both individ- 
uals, our community and 
society, this is far more 
newsworthy that the con- 
tentious wording of the 
I III III 
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WAYS TO PAY YOUR BILL: Through our Pre-Authorized Payment Plan; in 
person at most Financial Institutions; through your Financial Institution's 
telephone or internet payment services; at your Automated Teller Machine; 
or through the mail. 
I I I  I I I 
GENERAL NOTORS HOt[DAY 
i I I II I 
CHEVROLET 
~ " •. ,-- .~.  ~:~'~~:"~@~' 
insulting 
Dear Sir: 
I found your editorial 
cartoon of Dec. 20, 2000 
(the one depicting an 
aboriginal adult sitting on 
Santa's knee) particularly 
offensive; insensitive and 
insulting to aboriginal and 
non-aboriginal ike. 
~If_ this_ cartoon was 
meant - to -be  an editorial .............. 
statement on'the slow pro: 
cess of the British Colum- 
bia Treaty Commission it 
fell woefully short. 
As a non-aboriginal who 
has worked diligently over 
the last number of years to 
try and understand the 
complexities and issues of 
aboriginal and claims in 
British Columbia from all 
perspectives, ! believe that 
editorial statements like 
this one do nothing to help 
an already strained pro- 
eeSS, 
At a time of year when 
even the coldest of hearts 
warm ever so slightly it is 
a great disappointment to
see statements like this in 
yournewspaper. 
You should take a mo- 
ment in the Hew Year to 
reflect on your editorial 
content and have a look 
into your heart for some 
understanding and sensi- 
tivity. 





I would like to correct 
two points in A. Bourdon's 
letter of Dec. 6, 2000 re- 
garding the Terrace-Kiti- 
mat airport. 
First, the airport is 
operating at a surplus and 
not a deficit as you state. 
This surplus will be used 
in 2001 for improvements 
to our airpDrt. 
Second, all the land on 
the airport plateau, ex- 
cluding the core land used 
for airport operations, is 
owned by the provincial 
government. 
The Terrace.Kitimat 
Airport Society, represent- 
ing our equal partners -
the Kitimat-Stikine regio- 
nal 'district, The City of 
Terrace, the Kit imat 
Chamber of Commerce, 
and the Terrace Chamber 
of Commerce - owns the 
land used for airport opera- 
dons. 
Frank Hamilton. 
Terr iee,  B,C,  
2001 CHEVROLET MAUBU 'i!~.~:~':" . .  
" '~. . : . : . i  i :  • -.: 
" ~! i~ i i . . . i : .  
• ,.,;i-, ,.,, ,~i ,~.~l,i ~,i, '  O ldsmobi le  ! 
. ,  . . . .  • ~; / J "  '%b... 
2001 ALERO BY OIJT-oMOBILE 
2001 INTRIGUE BYOLDSMOBI 
~, 0~ ..... $277 4~.,~ ; 
CHEVY' TRUCKS 
i 
2001 CHEVY TRACKER 
2001 CHEVROLET VENTURE 
. 
2001 CHEVY SILVERADO EXTENDED CAB 
2001 CHEW 15OO SERIES PICKUPS 
2.9  % Purchase Financing up to 48 rnonths~ 
N 0  D°wnPayment - PLUS Payments for 90 days 
Interest for 90 days 
(General Motors pap the interest) 
PLUS: IMPALA, MONTE CARLO, CAMARO, AURORA, SILHOUETTE, AS'rR£), S-10. 
Visit ( 111can da,,corn for me latest information. 
Hurry, limited time offer at your local Chevrolet • Oldsmobile Dealer 
FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION VISIT US AT gm¢anada.¢orn, DROP BY YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR CALL US AT 1-800-GM-DRIVE, 
We'd like you lo know more: Offers do not apply to: 2000/2001 Corvalle, 2001 New S~a Chevy CK 2500/3500 Pickup/Crew/Chests Cabs, 2001 Chew Can/over slide Chassis 
Cabs, 2001 Chew Tehoe/Sub~Jrban d 2000/2001 Char'/Express. 2001 Chevy 1500 eedes, p~.ps only available l 2.9% p~Jrch~ fine .nclng up Io.48 mo~ths:.~FInandTo~ao ~ 
approved GMAC ersdll on)y. Example, $10,000 at 0.9%I2.9% APR. the monthly payment ,e $212,1B/$220,90 for 4e months. ~;ost o1 oon0wtng is 51u4.~i~c~Ja.zu. o~al 
obligation Is$10,184,64/$10,603,20. Monthly payment and cost of borr0~ng will vary.dependlng onamount bo~ _o~:1 end .dayS._ peyrnen.t/l!ade, .~Pursllase ~andng. up, teOl~ 
months available at OMAO Stamlard Rate. Offers appq as Ind~c.aled tomw or demc¢~ttelo¢ 2001 erie remaining 2000 fnooem, u~er$ .ap~.y io ~ela~o. retail ctmtoff~, rs in m .. 
Chevrolet Oldsmobile Dealer Marketing AssodaUon area only, Dealer trade may bp. n.ecosea~ Limited qusntig~ of.2000 Illode. M ava~t~e, L.lmlted_. ,me oner wncn ma.y nm I~. 
combln~l ~th o~er off era. Deck)re re fee to set Ind~tlu~ p~es. ~ you, uomr for ¢on~tmns ~ deta~. ~ev,,n~ ¢meo o~ 0.9% Pu,ct~ F~zrctng ¢ompamo to eurrsm 
avettge Finendel tnatitu¢on rate~, Yo~Jr ~vtng~ may YAP/, 
EHEt/ROLEr 
OIdsmoblo 
6GPathet ic  parochialism" Co.,,p.,=.. 
must stop, says surgeon 
I ./k.t.tr.A./k./k.&. A.&./k~dr,&,/k,t i k 
DearSir: II I .... New" Yeais ka i ;"  IIII tinuous political in-fighting The members of the re- CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD and turf protection, this report 
g~l i t t~:~i : :~  ad~SOanY r ' r1~r .~ I~=~:n  "1[:]~ ,-, ..,. was watered down to a very - "  " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ". 111~ I¥1~l I D P disappointing and weak state. 
exmn to work mgemer anu ~[ '~ In my opinion, it does nothing 
and turf protection, this report ~ , 
s tered n  a l~  ! ,11~ 
i  3 ~ i  ing v,  ~  r
In nt 3 opi ti0n, it dee! no hlng d ~ d I~ 
try and resolve some of the " more that perpetuate he pro- i ~' !! ! i; ::,; ,:: .... , wh i le  s tocks  last  Jk  
regional medical issues blems that already exist, i i i ~ ~  y ~ 1000 
ihat have been muddying the waters for years. It is interesting to note that out of the entire Pacific a[ ~' 
Several recommendations were passed on to the northwest, none of the specialists that take calls get paid 
Council of Chairs; none of these recommendations were for taking calls; this is also true for the OP's in Terrace. a] ~ , Gatewa, ,  
acted upon. The committee members have been frustra- All  other GP's in the region get paid to be on call. d L ,100"() Mhz AthlonTbird orocesso3" • Sound Blaster128 
ted with this. At present the regional committee seems This will hopefully be resolved in the near future. • 10/100 Network card - ,40GB 7200mm ATA 100Driv 
to be a rather toothless bureaucratic endeavour and may This has been another disappointing year as Chief of d ~ • 128 metts 133Mhz SDRam • 56K 14.90 Voice/Modem 
well be endanger of being dissolved. Staff following a rather long string of these, d s . . . . . . .  
Hopefully this wil l  not happen as it can serve a vital I believe that the only way that we are going to be ~ k • 16 Meg AGP Nvldla'rNT2 video card • 17" monitor an n~nk~,= & 
• 48X CD-Rom Drive • Built. in answering machine zole in advising the Council of Chairs. The ~,dvice, how- able to provide proper care to the residents of the Pacific ,j ~. • Norton Anti Virus2000 
i Full 3 year warranty ~1~ ever, does need to be listened to. northwest wi l l  be to have specialists that area desperate- • Internee keyboard Gateway Scrolling mouse "~ 
Unfortunately the issue of the nursery at Mills Mum- ly needed. ,~ k • Fax send/receive software Windows ['de or Windows 98 
orial Hospital is still not resolved. Having pediatricians Unfortunately, there does not seem to be the political it, • Office Small Business Edition, t 
with no nursery is like having surgeons with no operating wil l  or backbone to to accomplish this. I believe that if  d ,  Or  
room. these above issues are not dealt with, things are just d ~. • Works,, Word2000, (~ '~( '~ ~ 
Issues involving around ophthalmology include the going roger worse. 
need for two ophthalmologists in the region, and the More specialists will leave, and the two-tier system ~ k " Enoarta 2000. Oorel Draw8 ~) /_ . ,~ . J~: J : : : ;~ .~: ; f  
need for rnore ophthalmologyO.R, time. Thereis no thatresidentsofthePacificnorthwestaresubjectedto ~ ~ ~ ~  
more available operating room time in terrace, will just become more glaringly obvious. 
Contrary to popular egional belief, Mills Memorial This pathetic parochialism ust stop. Maintaining the a] 
Hospital does not get any extra funding to fund a re#o- status quo is courting disaster! ? .C.,P V866se  GP M866 
hal ophthalmology service. Dr. Jim Dunfield, d ' " ' 
It, • 866 Mhz Pentlum Ill processor • 866 Mhz Pentlum Ill processor Enquiries have been made to the surrounding commu- Terrace, B.C. • Integrated Audio 
• Sound Blaster 128 card A I~ nities to try to get some more O. R. time for the ophthal- d ~ • 10/100 Network card • 10/100 Network card 
mologist service. (Editor's note: The above is a shortened version of ,~. ~ • 20 GB ATA 100 Hard Drive • 20 GB ATA 100Hard Drive ~[~ 
These efforts at regional cooperation were flatly re- Dr. Dunfield's report as chief of medical staff at Mills • 64 mugs SDRam • 128 meos 1331~lhz 5DRam -JL- 
fused. This is unfortunate as ophthalmology is an ideal Memorial Hospital. It's his sixth report and, his last.) ~ ~,, • 56K V.$0 Voice/Modem • 56K V.90 Voice/Wlodem j~.  
day surgery service. 
: .~, • 48X Rom Drive • ~X4X32 CO/RW DrivP, ~1~ 
There have been efforts to try and recruit a psychiatr- Jesus said: ~ • 17" .27 monitor and speakers • 17" .27 monitor and speakers j l~  
ist but to no avaiL i S159999 S18c9 9 1 d's Ki gd • Intel3DAGPGraphlcs •,6MegAGPNvidlaTNT2videocard4r ¢ In December 1999, it was decided by the specialists "Put Go n orn First" that we will no longer be able to accept patients from 
the region for care. We encourage  you to do  just that r ight ' -- • 
We have been functioning as a regional hospital for Common Features 
this.many of these services, and have never been funded for from the start of the New Year. • Windows ME or 90 SE . MS Works 2000 • MS Encarta Encyclopedia 
• MS Word 2000 . MS Money 2000 • MS Home Publisher ,k 
This resnlted in a Lack of beds and inability to care ~ ~ [ ~ m m m l , - . ~  • ExpedlaStreets 2000 , Norton Anti Virus • lnternet keyboard ~,  
for patients form the Terrace and Thornhill area for , • Gateway Scrolling mouse , Fax send/receivesoftware 
which we are funded. It also causes evere over-working 
of our nurses. 
The response of the region to this solution was an 
emergency meeting in December amongst the commun- 
ity health councils, their chief executive officers and 
Chiefs of Staff from all the nine health councils in the 
region. 
What came out of that meeting was an agreement to
try to work to come up with a regional health plan. This 
was developed over the spring and summer at great ime 
and expense. 
This resulted in a northwest authorities health service 
plan, which was released in July 2000. Because of con- 
Cut the rates 
or cap the wells 
Dear Sir: 
'The B.C. Utilities Commission has advised me what I
expected. Due to world demand, B.C. consumers are 
paying world prices and gas companies are "taking 
risks" in drilling for natural gas. 
They also said that the exponential rate increases are 
called "rate shock". Poor, poor gas companies, every 
business has risk and I don't see them all subjecting us 
to "rate shock". 
The only reason a publicly owned resource should be 
harvested or extracted is for the benefit of the public, 
and if that's not the case, it should not be harvested at 
all. 
Markets with warmer winter temperatures, no gas re- 
source and who do not have to turn on the heater eight 
months out of the year can afford these rates. We can't. 
If the only way the NDP government can pay for 
health care is sanctioning "rate shock" for British Co- 
lumbians, it is time for an election. 
Premier Dosanjh, get your hands out of our pocket 
books and call us to the polls! Don't gouge us for bal- 
anced books and health care for re-election popularity, 
The only beneficiaries of our natural gas resource are 
gas entrepreneurs and NDP politicians who want to be 
re-elected - not British Columbians. 
Cap those wells or cut the rates. 
Pat Smith, Terrace, B.C. 
CN has plenty 
of ammo here 
Dear Sir: 
The Dec. 13, 2000 article about he Ministry of Trans- 
portation and Highways' avalanche control program 
failed to mention that the 105 mm recoilless rifle is 
being replaced with a howitzer in Bear Pass but not in 
the Skeena corridor. 
The mcoilhss rifles used between Usk and Prince 
Rupert were introduced to the area in 1992 by CN Rail, 
assisted by the ministry, CN,s ammunition i ventory is 
expected to last approximately ten more years, at which 
time the rifles will berepiaccd with the most appropriate 
weapon available at that time. 
CN operates its avalanche safety program in close 
cooperation with the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways avalanche program, 
Presently, there is little requirement for replacing 
CN's recoilless rifles until our ammunition supply is ex- 
hausted. The recoilless is a' very mobile, powerful, cost- 
efficient ool ideally suited for avalanche hazard man- 
a gement m the Skcena valley. The travelling public, on 
both railway and highway corridors, ~s fortunate to bene- 
fit from the efforts of both safety programs. 
Rod Gee, 
CN Avalanche Coordinator, 
: ;  . Terrace B.C. 
. ~ " l of hope, GeneroUsy I 
1-888.Se6.ZUhI6 
[or *--,,..s,- 
Come join us ~is Sunday 
9:30 a.m. All ages - Sundoy School 
10:30 a.m. Morning Service with guest 
speaker Rev. Steve Bateman 
6:30 p.m. Missions Video with 
Evangelist Ravi Zacharias 
-'•errace 3511 Eby Street, I Penfecos÷al ~erroce, .C. VS~ ~Y9 
l Assembly  Forrnoreinfo.635.2434 
• Built-Jnanswering machine ' Full 3 year parts/labour warranty ~ ;~ 
Optional Upgrades: j k 
,Add a 20 Gig ATA 100 hard drive $165.00 
• Add a 16 Meg ATI Hardware Graphics Accelerator V866se $105.O0 ~ k 
• Add a 8X4X32 CD.RW SB1000 & V866se $215.O0 
• Add a 12X10X32 CD-RW (With Burn Proof technology) $375.00 ,11 k 
• Upgrade to 128 megs ram V866se $75.00 ~[ ~,, 
• HP Apollo 2250 colour printer $65.00'* 
• HPDeskjete40 $135.00"* J[ ¢. 
• Upgrade to19"monitor (while quantitles last) $130.00 ~ ~. 
t . **After mfr rebate , Hardware warranty performed by Pendragon Computers Inc ~1 ~. 
/ \  
~' '~ ~ ~  u l ~ ~u 
FKESH DANISH- 49',~. ~ ~  
" Varieties ~;i@ if: : , ~  
~;::!!i.! ~'I r~ckage 12 s ;  . / : ;~ .  . Q~.~ °'~ ~ .... 
U~,L. ~ 4641 LazelleAve: • 635:71'~(,~1t)~ J¢' 




4609 Lakelse Avenue,  Terrace , Ph: 635-4211 
Words can't  descr ibe 
the t reasures 
you' l l  f ind at the 
Nor th  Store 
All remaining Christmas stock 
reduced to clear. 
ConvenienU9 located in the Coast inn of the West 
e~;i:.-:~, :, -~ Open until~iSpm tueeknights ...,-,~:.:~.,,. 
~t  "~;~..,G :~,~ :~,~ ,d~',.~ " . • • - ~.. : -  ,~.~ :~: 
Lack of a dec forces Mills 
to close its psych ward 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hos- 
pital closed its 10-bed re- 
gional psychiatric unit Jan. 
1 and won't be taking new 
patients until a physician 
with a psychiatric speci- 
alty is hired to act as the 
unit's clinical director. 
As of late last week, 
the unit held four patients, 
three of whom were ex- 
pected to be discharged 
over the weekend. 
The fourth .patient will 
stay at the hospital. 
Mills Memorial nursing 
director Marg Patrick said 
a low disruption of ser- 
vices is expected because 
the occupancy rate is so 
low. 
The unit's clinical dir- 
ector moved away the end 
of November and tempor- 
ary coverage ended the 
end of December. 
Patients from Terrace 
and area requiring admis- 
sion will be admitted by 
their physicians to the hos- 
pital's acute care ward, 
says a release from the 
Terrace and Area Health 
Council which runs Mills. 
"All other patients are 
Airline 
ups fares 
ONE OF the two airlines [ 
serving Terrace has raised 
I its fares as of Jan. 1 while the other hasn't said what it is going to do. 
Canadian Regional Air- 
lines raised its fares 6 per 
cent-because of soaring 
fuel costs, airline official 
Dennis Erickson said last 
week, 
"We had a strong mar- 
ket position in 2000 and 
undertook not to increase = '= '= 
our fares," said Erickson. l 
Canadian Regional 
began the year as a sub- 
sidiary to Canadian Air- 
lines but. when Canadian 
was bought out by Air Ca- 
nada, found itself with~a 
ne~ parent. * ~ ~,~,,~,~,~ 
:-~,.Thmgs i~a~ve ' changed 
and we have had to look at 
a 6 per cent, fuebeost re- 
lated increase;" 
Erickson said U.S. air- 
lines increased their fares 
several times in 2000 and 
thatthe total increase was 
l lper  cent. 
l-Ie said the increase 
applies to every fare class, 
including seat sales. 
The other airline serv- 
ing Terrace, Hawkair, 
hasn't indicated what it 
will do. 
"We're considering our 
options at this point," 
company co-managing 
partner Rod Hayward said 
last week. 
Hawkair began offering 
Dash-8 service between 
Terrace and Vancouver 
last September and has 
seen its fuel costs rise by 
20 per cent in that period, 
he said. 
"One of the things that 
has hurt us - and Air Ca- 
nada - is paying American 
dollars or the Canadian 
dollar equivalent - for air- 
craft parts," Hayward con- 
tinued. 
That means a low Ca- 
nadian dollar makes those 
parts fairly expensive. 
Both airlines are report- 
ing a fairly decent winter 
flying season. 
Not as many flights 
have been diverted back to 
Vancouver or forwarded on 
to Prince Rupert because 
of weather problems com- 
pared to previous winters. 
"Prince Rupert has 
been good and so has Smi- 
thers wizen it comes to 
weather," said Erickson. 
He said the fourth Fok- 
ker F-28 flight during week 
days which was introduced " 
in late 2000 will be kept 
on for the rest of the wln- 
ter. l And there are no plans 
to change the type of air. 
craft Canadian uses. 
Erickson did say the el- ~ 
derly F-28s aren't nearly 
as fuel efficient as newer 
aircraft arid that the com- pany has a plan to rejuve- 
nate its fleet by 2005. 
~am~|! eot.t~,,,ll~l^  LU~O A.~oez,~TIo~'.J 
~'3t.LUNO or t~IOO4SS-LUNO [ 
to be stabilized and dis- 
charged to the care of their 
community psychiatric 
team," adds the release. 
Family physicians in 
Terrace are unable to pro- 
vide regional referral ser- 
vices, the release states. 
The contingency plan 
put in place relies heavily 
on community psychiatric 
workers in communities 
across the northwest. 
Although closed, unit 
employees will be avail- 
able, when community 
mental health workers are 
not available, to help phy- 
sicians from the region 
who have patients requir- 
ing psychiatric are. 
"The staff can be con- 
tacted by physicians when 
beds are required for in-pa- 
tient psychiatric are," the 
release states. 
A facility with a bed 
will be found and the re- 
ferring physician informed 
who must then contact he 
facility directly. 
One psychiatric nurse 
from the psychiatric ward 
will be available during 
the days to work with pa- 
tients who do end up being 
admitted to the hospital's 
main acute care ward. 
For the 28-day period 
from Oct. 13 to Nov. 9, the 
unit housed 11 people one 
day, 10 patients for nine 
days, nine patients for five 
days and eight patients for 
three days. 
o,, = Luu s24'  
On 411VW Gasoline Engines 
Includes 15 point inspection: 
Lights Struts Coolant Hoses 
Coolant Muffler Door Locks 
V-Belts Horn Plug Wires 
Batteries Tires Fluid Levels 
CVJoints Brakes Windshield Wipers 
Keepin" it r,. csl. 
VOLKSWAGEN PARTS & SERVICE 
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Keep your vents and meter clear for a safe and carefree winter. 
When the snow needs hoveling, it's probably a good time to take a look at your outdoor gas meter. 
Overhead icicles and Fr ,ee~g run-off.can create problems for the meter and the connections. 
]Fyou find a bugd.up of snow or ice on your meter, never kick or hit the meter in an attempt o remove 
it. I f  you feel there is a potential problem please contact your local Pacific Norfllem Gas office 
Tips for a safe Meter 
' [~Do not shovel snow up 
against your meter. 
' • / 'Be  careful when operating a 
snow blower or plow near a 
gas meter. 
•Never  let snow completely 
cover your meter, fresh air or 
exhsusl vents or chinmeys. 
J 
"Ed Remove any icicles from overhead 
eaves troughs. 
l•Ensure dripping water 
doesn't splash and Freeze 
on meter piping. 
I • A I !  inspections ofnatursl gas 
equipment should be done by 
qualified technicians. 
Safely Tip " - " . 
Natural Gts equipment should be kept clean and free 0f dust, lint, newspapers, rag,s, sawdust and lit- 
ter, which not only are a fire hazard, but could also block equipment air intakes. Nothing should be 
stored on furnaces, water heaters, or any other natural gas equipment. Air need= to cixcuiale freely 
around equipment. Combustibles must be kept away from natural gas equipment. 
Smell a Problem? 
One of the safety features of natural gas is its odour--a smell like rotten eggs. I f  you smell natural gas 
or suspect carbon monoxide call your local Pacific Northern Gas 
EMERGENCY NUMBER IMMEDIATELY 
J l  
. . . :  -- -.: . ;. • :,~. . ~ ;':" ' . .  .. . . . . . . .  ~!. .... 
• On New In-Stock 2000 Ford Cars, Windstar, SUVs, Ranger and F-150 Trucks. 
And Great  Lease.Deals On Select 2000 & 2001 Hodels • 
HURRY IN NOW LIMITED TIME 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: "0% purchase financing on new in-stock 2000 Ford WlndstarlExplorerlExpeditlonlExeurslon/F-150 (under B500 GVW)lRangerlFocuslZX21MustanglCougarlTauruslOrand Marquis, 
excluding Lincoln vehicles, for a maximum of 48 months to qualified retail purchasers with no payments for 90 days, on approved credit. E.g. $15,000 financed at 0% annual percentage rate for 48 months, monthly payment 
Is $312.50, cost of borr0wlng Is $0 and total to be repaid Is $15,000, This Is a sample calculation only, Down payment or equivalent rade may be required. Quantifies may vary by dealer, Financing not available with any 
olher offer and does not apply to license and Insurance fees, Limited time offer. Offers may be cancelled at any time without notice, Some conditions apply, See Dealer for details. 
""~w /EMI'S/AI,.a~ 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C, (250) 635.4,1Ra 
DTEM FORD Fax (250) 635,2783 Toll Free 1-800,~63-1128 Dr, 
I I I  
• L , ~,  . . . .  
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Grannies rage 
against Interfor 
INTERFOR is now being targeted by the 
Raging Grannies, a group of Canadian 
environmentalists, for its continued log- 
ging on the B.C. coast. 
The Grannies joined German Green- 
peace activists in Berlin Dec. 19 for a 
protest of what they called the ongoing 
destruction of B.C.'s ancient forests. 
Terrace-based contractors for lnterfor 
are logging in various north coast valleys 
and on Princess Royal Island, which 
some groups want turned into a protected 
area for Kermode bears. 
They're also angry one Granny, 72- 
year-old Betty Krawczyk, is serving a 
one-year jail sentence in B.C. for protest- 
ing in contravention of court injunctions. 
"Companies like Interfor are the real 
criminals," said Shirley Langer. 
THREE MEMBERS of the Raging 
Grannies travelled to Berlin. 
Chopper brings 
man back hom e 
A TERRACE man who says Mr. Hedges. ' I t  could 
s boa en and robbed in take up to five days. We 
nee ( eorge is now e- were waiting for the oppor- 
~ering at home. tunity to fly him out but 
Doug Middleton was in there's no guarantees - we 
can't say whether there is 
or isn't an air ambulance 
was e ten 
Princ G r - 
cov i   . 
Prince George on work-re- 
lated business Dee. 7 when 
he was assaulted by two 
people. 
After a stay in Prince 
George Regional Hospital, 
friends of Middleton 
booked a helicopter trip 
Dec. 22 when an air ambu- 
lance wasn't available to 
trazsport him back home. 
Middleton and another 
person were sitting in a 
vehicle on John St. in 
Prince George when two 
men allegedly began har- 
assing them. 
When Middleton got 
out of the vehicle, two 
men began kicking at Mr. 
Middleton's head, leaving 
him lying on the street 
with severe head injuries. 
"All his injtiries are 
from here [pointing to his 
neck] up," says Steve Jo- 
hanson, a longtim e friend 
and boss. "They basically 
grabbed him and started 
kicking at his head." 
At the time Mr. Middle- 
ton was taken to hospital, 
his injuries were so severe 
he couldn't give a:state- 
ment to investig~iiiig. 
RCMP officers. 
"It 's basically the same 
as a very serious concus- 
sion," says Mr. Johansen. 
Middleton suffered from 
sluned speech and has had 
problems with his vision 
since the attack. 
He had been booked to 
take the trip on a B.C. 
Ambulance Service plane 
since Dec. 15 but was 
bumped twice - once be- 
cause of unflyable weather 
conditions, another time 
because the air ambulance 
was needed for a higher 
priority patient. A third 
time, says Rick Hedges - 
regional manager for the 
BC Ambulance Service, 
Mr. Middleton was taken 
off the list because he was 
not ready to fly on that 
particular day. 
He explains that when- 
ever a patient is being 
transferred back to their 
community hospital be- 
cause they are in need of 
less critical care, they are 
put on a priority three 
waiting list. 
"We get them back 




A 24 "YEAR old Prince 
Rupert man died after the 
vehicle he was driving left 
the road and rolled shortly 
after midnight on Dec. 27. 
The accident ook place 
on the Cannery Road in 
Port Edward. 
There were two people 
in the vehicle and both 
were thrown from it as a 
result of the accident. 
B0th mere taken to 
Prince Rupert Regional 
Hospital, Edward Dude- 
ward, the, driver, was pro- 
nounc~d ead at the hospi- 
tal, The passenger did not 
receive life threatening in- 
juries, said police. 
The incident is still 
under investigation. 
available." 
Chaz Jonathan Alec, 
19, and a male young of. 
fender were arrested. They 
have been charged with 
aggravated assault. 
. . . . . . . .  
• u b 
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Scouts to 
pick up trees 
BEAVERS, CUBS and Scouts from the 6th and 8th 
Terrace Scouting groups will be out this Saturday 
to pick up discarded Christmas trees. 
This is the first year the 6th Terrace group has 
joined the effort and thatme-ans' fi broader area can 
be covered. Mark Hoefling, group chairman of the 
8th Terrace Scouts, says the goal is to cover the 
bench, the horseshoe, the south side and ThornhiU. 
"We don't charge a fee. It's bydonation, but if 
people aren't financially able to donate, we'll be 
happy to pick up their tree anyway," he said. 
The time is from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
This is the third year for the pick up, the brain- 
child of A1 Munro. An avalanche technician, 
Munro was killed in an avalanche. This year's ef- 




Take a break on us and enjoy this preferred 
weekend rate until February 15 ,  2001.  
Valid Thursday-Sunday at participating hotels. 
Call for details. 
Sandman 
1-800-Sandman 
1.800.726 .3626 www.sandmanhote ls .com 
, . " * ! m " "  - . . . .  
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li . . . . . . . . .  James W. Roddet RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & ~licilors Tax Law * Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 1330 - 1075 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 • Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-639-1386 
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You Don't Need A Lot Of Money To 
Dine Out In Januar  
SPECIALS HELD OVER BY REQUEST 
For the month of January, enjoy any 
of the following steak Combos... 
Your Choice *12 9g 
• Steak  & Bat tered  Shrooms 
• Steak & Fantai l  Shr imp 
• Steak & Ca lamar i  
• Steak  & Chicken Breast  
• Steak & Pasta A l f redo  ' 
• Steak & Hal ibut  ~ _ , ,  
ALL SERVED with ~ ~ ~  
pasta caesar salad, ~ ~ ~  
today's veg~ie 
and garlic plta. ~ ' ~  
ou 
4702 Lakelse Ave Terrace . . . .  
635-6302 ~ o g e m e r ~ , , , ,~ , , .~ , ,~ . ,~ .~ 
•.~y 
" . ,~C 
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Pay Delay p/an 
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The easy  way  to  ~sea=~N 
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On All G.E. & HOTPOINT Appliances 
"'Amount equal to the GST will be taken off purchase price and then applied on that price 
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McDougall rink to play at provincial finals 
AFTER SWEEPING the Hirsch Creek Ladies shen, second Jacquie Eves and Lead Sylvia the Terracites turned up the heat in the latter 
Open Bonspiel in Kitimat at the end of No- Griffith, took on Smithers in zone playdown half leaving Smithers floundering, 
vember, Terrace's McDougall rink proved they action in Kitimat in early December. The McDougall rink defeated Smithers 9-4 
are a force to be reckoned with. The opposing rink from Smithers proved to and advance to provincial finals in Port Aiber- 
Skip Kim McDougall, third Joan Kuchary- be a challenge arly in the match, however, hi, B.C. Jan. 22-27. 
Ha Basketball playin' gals 
THE SKEENA Jr. Secondary junior girls bus. 
ketball team traveled to Ketchican, Alaska 
Dec. 14-16. They played three hard fought 
games against Ketchican High's junior girls 
varsity team. They were up against stiff com- 
petition but the girls had a great time. 
Sports Scope 
K e ~  take on Alaska 
THE SENIOR boys and girls basketball teams from Ca- 
ledonia Senior Secondary travelled to Sitka, Alaska for a 
tournament December 29 -31. 
The tournament was a big event hat allowed local 
athletes to take part in international p ay. 
The Kermodes played teams from Prince Rupert, 
Sitka, Anchorage, I-Ioquiam and Waahington. 
Soccer school starts 
TERRACE KIDS aged six to 13 can look forward to in- 
door soccer school in the new year. 
Any child that was registered inTerrace Youth soccer 
in 2000 is eligible to sign up. 
Soccer instructor, Nick Kollias will be running lhe 
series of Saturday lessons beginning J.anuary 6, for four 
weeks. 
Students will learn dribbling techniques, passing, ball 
control and various games. Interested students may re- 
gister at the Terrace arena. Cost is $15 per month. For 
more information call Nick Kollias at 635-9231. 
Terrace goes down 
in playdowns 
THE JUNIOR men's interzone playdowns were held 
Dec, 16 and 17 at the Terrace Curling Club. 
The Terrace team was skipped by Michael Dahrns 
with Brad Ounnlaugson 3rd, Carl Haugland 2rid and 
Kore Melanson throwing lead. 
The Prince George team was skipped by former Terra- 
cite Rob Dennis, who is attending school in Prince 
George. 
After a best of three playdown Prince George won the 
first game 8-6. Terrace took the second 8-4 but Prince 
George came back winning the third 8-3. 
The Prince George advance to the provincial play- 
downs at the Richmond Curling Club Dec. 27-  Jan. 1. 
Our 2001 New Year Sale 
Terrace return starting from: Book now, sate ends January 16, 2001. 
VANCOUVER 
s259 
Other sale fares available until Hay 10, 2001. 
• CALGARY EDHONTON [ VICTORIA KELOWNA TORONTO OTTAWA HONTREAL 
$289 s309 ~319 ~399 $459 s469 $469 
WINNIPEG HALIFAX 
s479 i s589 
,,OO., ,A,F.,NC,,CO,,O,..O,,,, I ,U,.[.O.OLuLuF CH,CAOo NE.YO,, 
$424 $464 15514 $651 s658 708 *752 s850 s895 
BOSTON 
s932 
Book online in minutes, a 
For details, call your travel agent orAir Canada at: • - 
1-888-247.2262 
TTY: 1-800-361-8071 
To facilitate the reservation process, 
tickets must be purchased at time of booking. 
- : i  
Unless otherwise specified, flights may be operated on either Air Canada, Air Canada ConneCtor®, Canadian Airlines TM or Canadian Regi0na{TH aircraft. Fares valid at 
time of printing and apply to new bookings only. Fares are subject to government approvaLTaxes, NAV CANADA surcharges and airport fee's are not inc[uded.'l'ickets 
must be purchased byJanuary 16, 2001.7-day advance purchase required for all destinations. For Canadian and U.$, destinatlons:Trave[ must be completed by Hay 
10, 2001 (unless otherwise specified).Tickets are 100% non-refundable. Seats are limited and subject to availabl[ity. Day-of-week, t ime-of-day restrictions may 
apply. Fares may vary depending on dateof  departure and return. Hinimum/maximum stay and other conditions apply. 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or 
you can e-mail us at 
standard@kermode, net 
Jan. 10 
II Snow Valley Nordic 
Ski Club hosts a ski 
waxing clinic today and 
Jan, 24. Call Terry 
Brown at 250 798-2277 
to sign up. 
Jan, 14 
I Snow Valley Nordic 
Ski Club Women's Feet, 
A day of skiing, skating, 
skill building and hang. 
Inn out with the gale. Re- 
gister at All Seasons 
Source for SPorts, 
Jan.21 
==Terrace Bluebacks 
swim Club host a deve- 
Ioprnental rne, et in' the 
morning from. 8:30 to 
11~80. 
Jan. 26-28 , ~ i 
[] Terrace. LegloniOpen 
Soneplel takes pl&ce.at 
the Terrace Curling R!nk. 
FWAS A GREATYEAR TO 
T INTO ALL-WHEEL DRIVE. 
I'.'Q ], 
IHI  WEEK ITGETS EVEN BETFER. 
. . . . . .  ~ : .... , ~ ......... ....... :%,  • ~ ~ ,  
Outback EXt  Irnpreza Legacy .~orester 
ended .: , 
IT'S THE SUBARU^ BOXING WEEK SALES EVENT. 
5ubaru has just had its best Canadian sales year ever, And of the world's most versatile car, Plus, take advantage of " " 
.... we'dllketosay"thankyou-byofferlngoutstandinglncentives . purchase financlng from as low as 3,8%, " : ' ' 
FInontln, from on a!! 2001 Outbacks, Foresters , Legacys.. So visit your Subaru retailer today and flnd out why :~ ', : : - L -~]~-" I  [ ]  J .  ~_A~ .... {~ ,NB 
• as towas  " '  ' ' , "  'g f l t l t l  fl ary/-th, : . . , .  ~ .,, ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
3*8% and IlnPrezas. ! ;c.~ ..:~e~.,e;,.:v .$~- ' Subaru is North Americas #1 selling All-Wheel'l~rlv'e;:i:ar.;; ~":(i:'3~# 'i ,. : .  ~~o~AU~ce 2 ~  . 
y0ul[ find Special s'avln'~;oil:eve~ model .'; : But hurry in, time is running out, ;=: " 0FFICIAL YEHICLE:0[ ¢¥PIIESS MOUNTAIN :7 ;~i 
• ~!:*:!~; : : I \ I ; ,~ ,~ ' . " ' :BR I 'T : I "SH '~ 'O 'L  UM B IA  I 'S  SUBA R U C .OU:N T '~ Y " VisitusatwwW'siJbar'ulEa:~ 
~ ~ ~"i, .~ ;'~'~'~' ;:~i/5, "~ ~.'~',i:. ~ ' :  ." , ; .%~" ,. " - ;. ' . , . ' - ' 
:3026 ~ " :  ::~ ~;::~:~:':' ~ :< '~ ; Hi 16East ,  Terrace : " :  ~ :~ :::";:~:: ~: > '~"~'~ ~' 
' *:.¢,,~o4, ::: .  . TERRACE,  B .C .  1 -SOO-$s? ,728S~, : iG3~, !~ 8~i:;~ 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNIT 
EVENTS B2 0 M M U N I T Y 
: ~ 
A WATERMELON-EATING contest (above) was one of the kid-pleasing events at this year's Skeena Val- 
ley Fall Fair. And on June 21, Terrace's first-ever National Aboriginal Day Celebrations were also a big hit 
with kids. Pictured at left are some local dancers who entered a colouring contest before peHorming. 
IN  PICTU 
. ~i 
,,ii ;! 
~ ~ ii~!~i~i/I :!:
i 
. £ ; ? : 
A look back through our lensat Terrace's 
first year  in the new mi l lenn ium.  , ~ 
A HUGE crowd turned 
out Aug. 6 for the rede- 
dication ceremony of 
the Old Skeena Bridge, 
The 75-year-old struc- 
ture was closed to traffic 
for a ribbon-cutting cer- 
emony and a walk by 
pedestrian,~. It was then 
opened up to a parade 
of vintage cars (above), 
Left, Garrett Kerr and 
Corey Oliver joined 
classmates on fitter duty 
when Skeena Junior 
mounted a clean,up 
campaign this fall, , 
~ % !/!i /i/~: i/~i~ i !i :;: i 
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CIT___YY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Appearing live is TRIXXX. Catch 
this great six-piece party band six nights a week. 
Every Wednesday is games night and Thursday is still 
the best ladies night in Terrace. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Check out our awesome new food 
and drink menus! 
GEORGE'S PUB: Dance every Friday and Saturday 
to you favourite tunes, And Thursday is karaoke night. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your weekend party destine. 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club. No 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday nights for great 
times. Karaoke on Sunday and Monday nights, 
MUSIC 
Vex Polaris Community Choir is beginning anew 
season of song, If you sing soprano, alto, tenor or bass, 
the choir wants you! Practices begin Jan, 10 at Skee- 
na Junior Secondary school in the drama room, at 7:30 
pro. For more information call Kelly Kline at 798,2535 
or Henry Stiksma at 638-1404. 
Norm Foster's Foursome (Feb. 2,3,9, 10 and Feb. 
15.17) are now on sale. This farcical romp through a 
golf course follows four college buddies as they re- 
unite on the green after 15 years.The TLT also has a 
few season's packages available, Tickets are available 
at Uniglobe Travel. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Northwest Juried Art Show, Jan. 12 to Feb, 
25.Northwest artists are invited to enter works for 
this exhibit, which will be juried by a local juror and one 
chosen by the BC Festival of the Arts. Entries will be 
exhibited in the BC Festival of the Arts in May, For in. 
formation call Angela at 632-8950. 
PARTIES 
The Society for Creative Anachronism, Shire of 
Camor, is planning a Three Remove Feast Jan, 6 in 
Terrace. It takes place in the basement of the Masonic 
Hall. You're asked to dress in pre-1600s European 
clothing. Loaner garb is available. For information or 
tickets, please call 632-6764. 
MUSIC 
Every Friday & Saturday 
DANCE TO YOUR FAVORITE TUNES! 
I Don' t  Or!nk  r j   ECoorte,×Van The Nott .wcsts " .... wilt oke you 
only log cabin pub, 
: i ,  i h°me I Co~ up to the firel ~ 
 )IOR W B|E  
- p .- gyS STORE HOURS: 
~SER,NG J3REAKFAST. "~EL DAY 7 .L  ' ] o.m. - 1 ] p .m. .  
~- ¢IP,,N "4fiD~ : ~ .' : : ~" ', : . . . . .  ; ' Make the SCENE: 0a11638-7283 or fax to 638.8432 ! ~ '¢~'~'%~:  ,,., ,,, ,-, ,.- . , .  - ~ - . , '  
to a.cl,d, your event to the Standard's free entertain- | ~ ' ~ ~  i~ i  ~Ui~D NIgnway ! 
merit ~istings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for | / .... ' Terr 
T N ~ ~,  T r~ I i~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  the following week's ~aoer Events will r,,n ~,~ I ~ , ~  ace ,  B,C,: 
z i  z L . . l  1 . / I  ~ L-- _~aomng to ~eat me winter blues? Tickets for the week~innrfv~nr,,~ ~n~,,o;~.,~,,;~'.. - . . . . . .  I ' -~ / /  : : .  I=~1~ '- ~ / '~1~ ~'#JlmJFl~= :: L "l 
Terrace Little Theatre's dinner theatre production of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v,-.,,,. ~, ........ ,,~. ~ ~ C ~  ~ \ r= =. u, J~J -oo ~O 
Pregnancy and parenting programs available. 




I  R 'PcE 
www.terraceautornal l .com 
TERRAC  
terrace.automal l  @telus.net 
~ / ~ D  The Terrace Standard 
standard @ kermode.net 
Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
r our largest organ is possibly the most abused part of [ 
our bodies• For years we've treated our skin as a life- 
less shell. We smear il with chemicals we'd never use 
internally and over-bake it in the sun. We overlook', it 
when it's dry and pleading for nourishment. Unless il's 
m an acute or diseased condition, caring for one's skin 
is regarded as a vain and cosmetic effort. 
Our skin functions as a sensory organ, relaying vital 
information about our surroundings. It helps regulate 
body temperature, blocks harmful bacteria from enter- 
ing, absorbs vitamin D from the sun's rays, and is an 
important organ of elimination. It produces oils and Is 
wonderfully waterproof. 
These duties are clearly more than cosmetic. A high. 
profile plastic surgeon has recently brought a Australian 
Aboriginal preparation to North America, It contains tra. 
ditional, natural ingredients proven scientifically 
Available without prescription, it's safe for daily use by 
young and old alike. 
The main component of this topical formulation is a 
versatile, but overlooked dalsy, Centipeda cunninghamii. 
Surviving one of the world's harshest environments, 
generations of Aborigines have used it for protection 
from the sun, wind and bush. Today they harvest it 
under controlled conditions, expertly overseeing the 
processing to assure the highest amount of Centipeda 
cunninghamii available. Added to the fragrant salve are 
essential oils of tea tree, geranium leaf, primrose seed, 
jojoba, o!ive and lavender, with aloe vera. The cream 
makes reran impressive skin conditioner. Users are 
reporting immediate and unparalleled results w th dry 
skin, eczema, burns and rashes. It appears medical sci- 
ence has alliedwith the Australian Aborigines io pro- 
d0ce a new "gold" standard tn skin care. 
Far  in format lan,  = ¢=nsultat lon or te 
purchase herbal  nutr i t ion products 
' at  who lesa le  prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcie Annesley, Shelly 
Ccxen, Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, Joan Hough (Kitlmaf) 
Bruno Belanger & Krista Began (Terrace). 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638;.1541 - Terrace 
E N R I C H (25o) 632-2740- Kitimat I 
, ~ r r ~ .,,. ^  T, O ~ ^  • FOX: (250) 635'1565 J '  
'~'J~ =~:']"''":""""~=" wv~v, enrich.nef/bruno J 
C'fmt~in/l Cana,fia,~c .W'~[t/~ One Person at a ~me I 
The Terrace Art Gallery hosts Its first of a 
series of Friday evening workshops. Called 
SpiritJourney: Expressions by Women, this 
series of healing art workshops continue for 
seven weeks. Facilitated by Deirdre McEwan. 
Pre-registration required before Jan. 3, Limi- 
ted space. No artistic training or ability neces- 
sary, For more info call 635-7982 or e-mail: 
d.c, mcewan,@telus,net 
MONDAY, JAN. 
How I Learned How to Drive auditions for 
this Terrace Little..,Theatre production take 
place at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum 
Sil,tqnight and Jan..10. ,at7;30 plml both nlghts, i 
Three women and two men ar needed, The play 
runs the end of April and is the Little Theatre's 
entry in the zone drama festival, More informa- 
tion at 635-5170, 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival generall 
meeting at B p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery, lo- 
cated on the lower level of the Terrace Public 
Library. Note new meeting location, Deadline for 
entries: Jan. 15, 2001. Call Kim at 638-0131. 
WEDNESDAY. JAN, 10 
The Rez Sisters auditions take place tonight at 
7:30 p,m, at the First Nations Education Centre, 
Clarence Michiel School, Roles for seven First 
Nations women, aged 18 to 60, and for one First 
Nations male actor/dancer,  
Drummer/percussionist needed, Crew also wel. 
come. No experience neccesary. Call Marianne at 
635-2942 for details, Audttons also take place 
the next night, same time and same place. 
A Welcome to Terrace party is planned for 
Katimavik participants from 3-5 at the Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre. Everyone welcome, 
These young people from across Canada are 
part of a unique education program that pro. 
vides community service to the communities they 
visit. The local committee is seeking families to 
billet participants for 12 days in February. 
The Terrace Canadian Cancer Society Re. 
source Centre holds its monthly meeting at 7 
p.m. at the office, located at 301-4722 Lakelse 
Ave, Enter by the side door of the TillJcum Twin 
Theatre building. Everyone welcomel 
Can you spare some time to help others? 
Why not join the Revenue Canada volunteer 
team? Revenue Canada offers training sessions 
on how to prepare straightforward income tax 
returns to community organizations and people 
interested in helping others, For details, contact 
the Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 636-1330. 
All mothers are welcome to attend Mother's 
Time Off at Knox United Church Monday, Wed- 
nesday, Thursday or Friday for coffee and con- 
vefsaion,..G~est peakers: Learn about the joys 
of parenting, Sponsored • by TCDSS. Phone 
635-4147, 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival 2001 regi- 
stration forms and syllabus now available at 
Sight and Sound on Keith Ave. Entry deadline is 
Jan. 15. For information call Kim: 638.0131, 
Alateen, a program for young people affected 
by someone else's drinking, meets every Thurs. 
day night at 7:30 p.m, at the Terrace Women's 
Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Open to all ages. For 
info, call Wanda at 635-1449, 
The Terrace Symphony Orchestra welcomes 
musicians of all ages to join them Mondays 7-9 
p.m. for rehearsals with conductor Michael Wen, 
who is filling in for Jim Ryan, who's on medical 
leave, If you don't have an instrument but wish to 
play, call Bonnie at 635-9649. 
Youth Opportunities Odd Job Registry has 
many people who are looking for odd jobs. Do you 
need casual help? Call 635-3812, 
Terrace Nights Alive for youth 13.18 years, 
Fridays, Carpenters Hall, Saturdays, Teen 
Learning Centre, 8 p,m, to midnights, Music, 
workshops, crafts, fun, dances and more. Sun. 
day, homework club, For info call 615-6907, 
Volunteers needed, REM Lee Theatre Alive 
Society invites you to help in the concession at 
intermission during public events at the theatre, 
Contact Don McLeod at 635.2964, 
The Canadian Cancer Society Resource 
Centre, located at 301-4722 Lakelse Ave., is 
open Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 
a,m, to 3 p,m, For information about Emergency 
Aid or the Breast Cancer Visitor Program and 
with children from birth and six years of age. 
The course starts Jan. 16 and runs until Feb. 
20. From 9:15 a,rn, to noon. Limited space, Pro- 
register by calling 638-1663 or at the Family 
Place at 4553 Park Ave. Supervised childrens' 
activities available on site. 
THURSDAY. JAN. 16 Cancer Visitor Program, please call 638.8583, 
The Family Place Is offering S,T,E,P. For 
Young Children, a six.week course for parents . . . . . .  
FRIDAYS 
ORIGAMI CLUB meets every second and 
fourth Friday at the Library Meeting Room at 7 




FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE (genealogy) 
at the Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints is open Saturdays from 9-1 p,m, and 
Emergency Shelter Winter Drop-In, Get out 
of the cold and come for a snack- daily from 2-4 
p,m: at 2814 Hall St. (the big white house be. 
hind Totem Ford), Men and couples are invited, 
but we are not set up for children. Drop In for 
coffee, conversation, card games, the odd video 
lka b)"s Name: 
Isabella Counney 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. I0, 2000 at 12:33 p.m. 
~'dght: 9lbs. 5 '/2 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: g'endy Scott & 
Lero!' Brown 
Baby's Name: 
i~tarshal Kahil Norman Burger 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 12,2000 at 12:05 p.m. 
~'dght: 9 Ibs. IO'/:oz.'sex: Male Weight: 7 Ibs. Sex: Female 
ParenL~: Joe Burger & M,~e Crecd Parent's: Jim & Midldie Homer 
Baby's Name: Baby's N'iune: 
Jord~ Lynn Alissa Core Bonita Adams 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & "Brae of Birth: 
Dec. !3, 2000 at 12:08 a.m. Dec. 17, 200Oat 4:27 p.m. 
~'elghl: 8]bs. 15 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 6lbs. 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: KiJn Monteith & Parents: Myra Barton & 
Ken Zanella Terra, ca Adams 
W dnsdyomlOn 
TERRACE SCRABBLE CLUB nowmeetson ~ G e t  A 
Saturday mornings at the Terrace Public Li. 
brary at 10 a,m. The club plays national Scrab.- e 
ble Association rules and offers exercises and 
word lists for new members. For more Info call . L 
Walter at 638.0433, i Baby Gi f t .  
Baby's Name: 
Auslin Arsenauh 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Dec. 13, 2000 at 2:01 a.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 4oz. Sex: Male 





Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Dec. 13, 2000 at 8:07 p.m. 
or plain old conversation, Call 635-5890, 
The Kermode Friendship Socletylnvites you 
to come in for a cup of coffee and see what's Sunday of every month until June at the Terrace 
happening at the centre. We will offer a strong Public Library at 2p,m, For more Info call Mar. 
correspondence program with a tutor ave able tlnDe Hoog at 635,3289. 
In the new year. A computer oom (computers: TERRACE BAHAI commun ty offers weekly 
will have Internet a(:cess InJanu'aWi;2001) i s '  c asses n spiritual education for chlidr~n For 
available to the public, You must schedu e hours more Info ca 635'4596 
r • i !  
SUNDAYS (Simple, huh?) 
TERRACE BEE Association meets the last Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwaltea 
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Sports Year In Re,  iew 
I I II I I II 
July 
Scott Rigler placed first at the Skeena Valley 
Men'.~ Open shooting 226 over the three da(' 
e~ent. Defending chanlpion Don Brett-Davies 
finished eighth. 
Terrace golfers took the top four gross scores 
at the Skeena Valley Ladies Open. July 9th. 
Debbie Carruthe'rs took first place shootine 
191 ~ith Joy Stevenson finishing one back to 
take seccnd place. 
Girls Provincial Softball Championships ~,ere 
held in Terrace July 7 - 9. The Terrace Thunder 
won all Ibur of their round robin eames only to be 
beat out by the Kitimat Warriorettes in playoff 
act ion ,  
Neither team advanced to the finals, but the 
event was a huee success seeing Quesnel leave 
tov, n.in the chat~pionship position. 
The Junior Babe Ruth Provincial Baseball 
Championships ~ere held in Terrace during the 
last week o f  July. The Terrace boys placed a 
strong fourth while Prince George took top hen- 
ours. placing first. 
"tr -At air ,~r '.~ 
Several soccer teams did Terrace proud in 
tournaments held in July. The boys under 14 and 
under 16 teams each finished ~ith bronze medals 
at the Nike Provincial Cup in Chilli~vack. 
In the Quesnel Goldpan tournament, he Ter- 
Terrace tennis doubles partners Richard Kreigl race boys under 11 and under 12 teams each won 
gold. and Jeremy Lafontaine made it to the 
Meanv, hile. the girls under 13 and under 14 semi-finals of the Kelov, na Open August 5 and 6. 
te~ms piaced fourth and sixth respectively in The Keloxvna event wrapped up the Grand Prix 
Prince George tournament play. circuit for the )'ear. 
~ -ldr "/r ,gr "It "lit "~ ',It -~" ~r 
The first annual McBike Wild Descent Down- Terrace weight lifter Ernie Mil-Homens x~on 
the Canadian Power Liftine Championships in hill was held at a very muddy, mucky, rainy 
Okotoks. July 19. also settine his personal best Shames Mountain. Aug. 20. 
record. 
24 )'ear old Mil-Homens lifted a combined 
,,eight of 1. 707 pounds in the bench press, squat  ueptemt er 
and dead lift categories in the 198 pound Senior 
Men's division. Skeena ValleyGolf and Country Club opened 
their new 18 hole course for the first time on August ,o~, , .~ , , ,e , ,  course has been ten years in the 
The annual Riverboat Days Youth Soccer 
Challenge saw Terrace teams taking 5 of 9 pos- 
sine medals. :terrace placed first and third in the 
"' ;:?"eifls:,ufi'der',i~:i:ateoorv, £: ,, ,:~ .-~, ;i,": ,,~ .:,~.~ :, . ... 
............. "m'e Bov~: under 14 also'placed,first, and third 
~hile the boys under 12team took top spot. Ter- 
race beat out teams from Quesnel. Smithers. 
Bulkley Valley and Ketchikan. Alaska 
Terrace cyclist Y, like Christensen won the 
Houston Road Race in a nine of 3:14:40. The 
course covered 120 krn as racers battled 28 de- 
gree Celsius v.eather and extremely strong head- 
x~ inds. 
The 22nd annual King of the Mountain Run 
was.held With a great turn out. Runners from Kit. 
wanga. Smithers. Hazelton and Prince Rupert 
came in for the race. Terrace runners placed first 
in three of the six categories. 
• tt  ~ "I- ',~lr ,I~' 
Terrace athletes Dave Cater. AI Neufeld and 
Dave and Mary Stew art. all took part in the Pen- 
ticton Ironman..August 27. Mary Stewart clocked 
a time of 1:25:54 in this. her third triathalon, and 
thus qualified for the world ironman champion- 
:i ghips: t0 be held in October in t.ta~aii. 
• 'lit "i" ~ Sr ,Iv 
The Skeena River Challenge held August 13th 
brought cyclists from around the northwest oge- 
ther to battle it out for top spot. Terrace rider. 
Vincent Drouin took first place in his division 
,~ith a time of 3:43:10. also setting a new junior 
record. 
4t 4 t  ~ 4t  at 
MARY STEWART shows off the medal she earned at the Kona Ir- 
onman triathalon in Hawaii. October 14. She qualified for the inter- 
making and carried a price tag of SI.75 million 
dollars. 
CYCLIST Mike Christensen won the Houston 
Road Race in August. He battled hot tem- 





ERNIE MIL-HOMENS won the Canadian Power Lifting Champion- 
ships in Okotoks in July. He also won the World Bench and Dead Lift 
national event in the Penticto~ Ironman held earlier this year. She 
ran 26.2 miles, cycled 112 miles and swam 2.4 miles. 
Terrace seniors brouoht home 45 medals from 
the B.C. Senior Games held in Kelov, na. Compe- 
titors won 20 gold medals. 10 silver and 15 
bronze in a variety of sports from sx~imlnmg to 
track and field to cycling to tennis. 
Local arm-wrestler Allan Heihricks finished 
second in the disabled division of the Canadian 
arm-wrestling Championships in Kelowna. He 
also placed fourth of 73 competitors in the mas- 
ters division. 
Sr "A" "A' ~ '~  
Cedar River Physio took top honours in the " 
Terrace Women's Soccer Championship. The 
team beat out team Flower Power by a score of 3 
Sr '~  "~ -i" ,A- 
Riders from throughout the northxvest congre- 
gated at the Thornhill Comnlunity Fair Grounds 
for the Northxx est Invitational Gymkhana. 
i'Xhchell¢.Hendrv: t0rmerlv at'Terrace cbmpe',.~: ~ . . . . .  
ted with iheCanadian' OlYnlpic bask'etball te~,::~ ?#:'J~2*'..oie 
in Sydney. Australia. 
The Totem Saddle club hosted the Northwest 
Invitational Gymkhana. Members performed wel l  . 
with lowtimes across the board. 
October 
The Super BM senior men's soccer team de- 
fended its championship title, beating the Jack's 
Pipers 9-3. 
qr  "~' 'gr $r  "1~" 
Terrace's Ultimate team advanced to the 
quarter finals at Vernon's Ultimate high Fest 
2000. The team was also presented ~ith the tro- 
phy for best team spirit. 
"R "~lr "I" .,Jr "It 
Local athlete Mary Stewart placed 24th in the 
TREVOR Schofield scampers up to the 80 
foot mark in the pole climbing contest held 
at the Logger Sports during the Fall Fair. 
Club on the Northwest Community College cam- 
pus. 
In hockey action, an annual Crimestoppers fund 
45 - 49 age division of the Kona Triathalon in raising event brought he NHL Oldtimers team to 
Hawaii. Mar)' ran 26.2 miles, swam _.4 n~iles and 
cycled 112 miles in a time of 13 hours 24 min- 
utes. 
November 
The first squash tournament in nearly 10 )'ears 
was held at the newly renovated Oasis Sports 
tlti!li  
i l i ,/, 
~i i ~ ~ 
.... . . . .  I l i lm 
¸::/17 
Championships held in Reno, Nevada in November, Ernie is a natur- 
al athlete whom has never used performance enhancing drugs. 
Kitimat to take on the All - Stars, The Oldtimers 
haven't lost their touch, the)' beat the All - Stars 
7 to5. 
Terrace Blueback Jenine Barton set five new 
club records at the Prince George Fall Invitation- 
al sx~ im meet early in the month. 
"~' "/r -lr "t, "lk' 
The Terrace Spirit Riders went undefeated in 
the All Native Basketball Qualifying Tournament 
in Prince George. 
The women's division team advances to .the 
prest]gmus All Native Basketball Tournament to 
be held in February 2001. 
Terrace po~er lifter Ernie Mil-Homens won 
the World Bench and Deadlift Championships in
Reno Nevada. The athlete won the Jr, Men's 198 
pound division despite a shoulder injury. 
December 
Terrace hosted a ten team Peewee hockey 
tournament. Twenty-one games were played dur- 
ing the weekend. Ken's Trucking-Terrace took 
first in group A while the Bradford and Sons 
Bulldogs got the top spot in the B pool. 
-k "k "k "k .k 
One hundred Ju Jit Su students took part in a 
city-wide tournament Dec. 8 and 9. The students 
competed in Kata, Grappling, Sparring, Imposed 
movements and Self Defense Circle. 
"k ,k 'k" "k" .k 
Caledonia Senior Secondary hosted the annual 
Kermode Classic senior boys basketball tourna- 
ment. The Kermodes and their rivals, the Prince 
Rupert Rainmakers battled it out for first place 
honours in the tournament final. 
It was an exciting, fast paced, evenly matched 
final, but the Rainmakers came out on top, 
defeating the home team 73-67, 
The Terrace Curling Club played host to the ju- 
nior men's tnterzone playdowns. 
The Terrace rink skipped by Michael Dahms 
lost to Prince George in a best of three format, 
winning only one game. . . . .  
m 
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Over  :L rO00 ads  - updated  da i ly  Newspaper Group 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a slat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p,m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by eilher cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads ;)lease have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Slandard & Advert ser) ~13.3B*(~nc. Qs'n 
~ W6e k~ (Standard & Advertiser) ~..~.~.~(~n¢. OS1~ 
"Additional words (over 25) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.90 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAWANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES /
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.70c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.14 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Classifications! 
ANNOUHCF.~ENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 AN~OUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SAtE OR RENT 
I IO ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES EaR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 ~SC, FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 64S RO~M & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WED~NGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
I SO LEGAl NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
I $5 OBITUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
16S rHANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAl REAR ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 705ACREAGES/ROTS 
230 LOS/& FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE SY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 735 HOUSES 
31,5 AUCTIONS 745'MOBILES 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OtEN HOUSE 
355 FURNitURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SARRS AUTOMOTWE 
365 MISC, FOR SAlE 810 CARS FOR SALE 
380 T~MBER el5 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANIED 820 VAN5 FOR 5AlE 
PETS / FARM 
410 FARM EQUIPMENi' ~EGI~EA//~ 
425 DVESTOCK 854 AIRCRAFT 
435 PETS e58 AI~S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
rNDUS/RY e66 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENt 870 Re, CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/tIMBER 
480 MACHINERY 874 R~S ST~ WHEELS 
878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
EMRLOYMENT 882 RV RENTALS 
S I 0 BUSINESS eg0 SNOWMOBILES 
OPPOR[UNITES 
520 CAREERS SERWCRS 
530 E DUCAl'ION 910 BULDING SERVICES 
540 HELD WAN~ED 9)2 CARPENTRY 
$70 TUTORIHG 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 A~ARTMENTS 936 JANffORIAL 
60S BASEMENT SUITE 9,~4/v~SC. SERVICES 
612 CABINS/COn'AGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves lhe right Io classify ads under appropriale headings and Io set rales lherefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It Is against he provincial Human Rights Act Io discriminate on the basis of children, marilal slatus and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preterence. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classlly or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay Ihe customer the sum paid for lhe advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Inslructlons not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In edverUsements must be received by Ihe publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he ab ity of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for on y one incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability In any event grealer than Ihe amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions __Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION Credit Card No. Expiry Date__  
Q VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
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MASTER YOUR Spirilual Desti- 
ny through PAST LIVES, 
DREAMS, SOUL TRAVEL. Be- 
gin the advenure today. For free 
book call ECKANKAR, 1-800- 
LOVE-GOD, ask for book #F18. 
www.eckankar.or~ 
ROBBIE BURNS NIGHT Chds- 
ty Clark, MLA and Roger Harrls. 
BC Liberals, Skeena Riding. 
Friday, 7:00 pm January 26, 
2001, Skeena Valley G01f 
Course. Tickets $50, can be 
purchased at Carters Jewellers. 
COMPUTER HELP IN PLAIN 
ENGLISH For seiners or an- 
yone wanting to learn in their 
own home. Call Wayne 250- 
635-7665 
CHALKY'S CLOSING Decem- 
ber 31st. Everything must go. 
Solid oak pool tables $2000 
each. Phone 250-615-5567 
ROLAND ELECTRIC'piano, 
Royal Series Model 3500S, full 
keyboard, weighted keys~ Not 
portable. 1-250-635-2770. 
Six 10 seven,,weeks a f te r¢~l  
|conception e, your vilel ;~ l  
I( ]ans were presenL ~'~i  !~l 
l( o0se life, your Morn didi" . . . . . . .  I 
J terrace Pro-~e Educotlon Asst. J 
• Box 852, Terroce J 
A PERSONAL Trainer can help 
you make the most out of your 
gym experience. Have less than 
• an hour? Try the 1/2 hour, pay- 
as-you-go workouts. Mark- 250- 
639-9185 
ANYONE WITNESSING an ae- 
"cldent at the corner of lakelse 
and Emerson, Nov. 20 at 11:30 
am between a taxi and a Honda 
Civic,. leave message for Eu- 
' .cleric at 250-635-7177 
• BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
,BUY VITAMINS Wholesale. 
canadian-wholesale.direct.corn 
SKATES LIKE newl Boys size 
12 $20. Girls size 4 $20. Just in 
time for school skating pro- 
.qrams. 250-638-0985 
16 MEG RAM suitable for "old' 
style" Pentium 100. Phone 250- 
638-8927 = 
WANTED FREEZER burned 
meat, bones or fish for sled 
dogs. Will pick up 250-635- 
3772 
BULLS FOR sale. 100 plus 
yearling bulls. Hereford, red & 
black Angus, Charolais, Gelb- 
viehs and Limousin on test at 
Lazy B Ranch. Please call 
Chadv 250-690.7226 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Ruped. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3.99/min 
Website: www.discreettalk.com 
mild besl sarvke and mosl acRufate 




• Picking Lollo #'s 
• V in 2000 
! -900-451 .4055 
24 HRS. $2 .ge /mln  . 18+ 
,~ KENflA, Thomas passed away at home in 
Nanaimo aged 78 years. He is survived by 
his loving wife Josephine, son David 
(Maryanne) of Terrace, BC, daughters Dianne 
(Eric) Miller of New Westminster, BC, Terry 
(Garnett) Fortner of Campbell River, BC and 
Wynn (Les) Hill of Terrace, BC, 11 
grandchildren, 9 great grandchildren, 
brothers Frank (Anna) of Langley, BC, and 
Len (Shiela) of Burlington, Ontario, sisters 
Aileen (Doug) Cart of Delta, BC, Wynn (Alden) 
Blundell of Maple Ridge, BC and Jean (Chris) 
Buck of Nanalmo, BC. No Service by request. 
Cremation. In lieu of flowers donations to the 
Canadian Cancer Society. 
First Memorial Funeral Services. 
754-8333 I~ 
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHARDS, 
4-intelligent, spirited, affection- 
ate, tri-colour pups from work- 
ing stock. Ready to go, $120. 
Phone 250-846-5138 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER pup- 
pies• Raised with children, 
chickens, horses and dogs. 
Great Christmas present. Vet 
checked, first shots, Delivery 
can be arranged. $350, 250- 
635-1555 (Terrace, BC) 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapos Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
1993 WESTERN Star; 450 De- 
troit, 18 speed 46 rears; w/log 
rigging, two bunks, 5th wheel & 
Iowbed ramps. $40,000, Also 
1994 Arctic Tridem log trl; good: 
cond. $32,000, Call: 250-845-; 
7202 
1993 WESTERN Star; 450 De- 
troit; 18 speed; 46 rears; w/log 
truck rigging, two bunks; 5th 
wheel & Iowbad ramps. 
$40,000. Also 1994 Arctic Tri- 
dem log trl; good cond• 
$32,000. call: 1-250-845-7202 
1994 PEERLESS S/A Log jeep. 
CNV 8•6 Ip bunk. Also 1996 Co- 
luimbia tri-axle short log rigging. 
Call Houston: 1-250-R45-2212 
OWN A computer? Put it to. 
work $25-$75 an hour. 
www.worknetbiz.com 
SMALL YOUNG Business in 
food services industry, less than 
one year old withl healthy reve- 
nue. Must sell. Call 250-635- 
3940 
; oF  TERRACE ' " 
I T~~E~ NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an apRllcalion has been mad~ Io amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 143.'1-.1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: -" 
The application affects the porlion oF land shown hatched and the 
portion of land shown in heavy outline, with n the City of Terrace, 
on the accompanying map and'desoribed as: '. 
Port of Lot A, District Lot 983, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 12006 
(5133 Soucie Avenue) 
THE INTENT: • , " ,  
To amen'd Schedule "A" (Zoning Map} of Zoning Bylaw 1431-1995 
by changing Ihe zoning class F cation of the properly shown in 
heavy oulllne: 
FROM: Rural (AR2) 
TO: Public and Instilutlonal {P1) 
To allow far the construction of an elementary school. 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) oF Zoning By aw 1431-1995 
by changing the zoning classification of Ihe portion of properly 
sllown hatched: 
FROM: Rural JAR2) 
TO: Park and Recreation (PZ) 
To allow for the future devebpment of a neighbourhood park. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in he recep- 
tlon area a the City of Terrace Public Works Buildin~ at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:~0 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. each May from Wednesd.m/, December 27111, 2000, to 
Monday, January ~th, 2001, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
New Years Day, JanUary 1st, 2001. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
An), persons wishing to voice their opinions regard no= Ibis appli- 
cahon may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT "~HE PUBLIC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAYs JANUARY 8TH, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
_GOVERNMENT'ACT, R.S.B.C, 1996, AND AMENDMENTS, 
THERETO. . • 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
I AMENDMENT TO FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
NOTICE  OF  PUBL IC  V IEWING 
Notice is hereby given that Buff.ale Head Forest Products Ltd. will 
ho]d a public viewing of a proposed Amendment o the Forest 
Development Plan for Forest Licence A-16884. This amendment tothe 
Plan will cover tho Bowser geographic area within the Kalum Forest 
District. 
The Forest Develepment Plan shows the location and orderly develop- 
ment of proposed harvesting, road development, maintenance and 
deactivation for the period of 1999-2003. The Plan also includes infor- 
mation on the maintenance and protection ofother esource values in 
the area. The proposed amendment pertains to Cutting Permit 307: 
Block 1. The amendment is available for review by the public before 
the Ministry of Forests considers approval. 
The proposed amendment to the Forest Development Plan will be 
available for public review at the Skeena Cellulose Inc. Woodlands 
Office, 4960 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. from December 21, 2000 to 
February 24, 2001 between the hours of 8:00 A.M and 3:30 PM or by 
appointment(635-5700)., ~ : ~ ~, i . . . . . .  
The  proposed araehdment to' the'~Forest'Devel0pment Plan may be ~ 
'revised as a l:esult of written~comnietits'recei~;ed. To ensure consid~ra ~--,I 
tien, all comments must be in writing and addressed to Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., Terrace Operations, 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace B.C. 
VeG 5L8. All comments must be received prior to February 24, 2OO1. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARIN6 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) oF the City oF Terrace OFficial 
Communily Plan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THE SUBJECr LAND: 
The application affects ~e land, within the City of Terrace, shown 
hatch~l on the accompanying map and described as: 
Part of Lot A, District Lot 983, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 12006 
(5133 Soucie Avenue) 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official Commumly 
Plan by designating the land shown hatched on the accompanying 
map: 
FROM: Urban Residential 
TO: Park 
To allow for the future development oF a neighbourhood park. 
.BYLAW INSP~ 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terraces B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 1o 
4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, December 27th, 2000, to 
Monday, January ~]lh, 2001, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
New Yc~ars Day, January 1st, 2001. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice lhelr opinions regard ng this appli- 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBLIC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M, ON/~ONDAYt JANUARY 8TH, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WiTH THE LOCAL 
.GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C, i996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Admin'strahve Officer 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 3, 2001 - B5 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun. 
Ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
i i : have re(n, 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references, Tom or Andre, 
?. 800,663-0099 
EARN $200, $300, $500 OR 
',': more per week assembling 
produots In the comfort of your 
ii:i 
l own home, Send a set ad. 
~ dressed stamped envelope to 
O,P,H. 6-2400 Dundas St. Weal 
Suite 541, Ref:683, Mississau. 
.cla, Nt. LSK 2R8 
~BOBCAT Op. 
crater required for snow remov- 
i a season. Wages negotiable. 
; ' i :  Resumes to File # 79, Terrace 
i~,' ~== ~= Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Tar- 
- race, Be, VSG 5R2 
ABSOLUTELY FREE info. Are 
you connected? Internet users 
wanted. $350-$800 per week. 
www.path2e-biz.com 
: ATI'ENTION: PROFESSIDNAL 
Drivers training program for 
long haul trucking. Job place- 
ment available for those who 
qualify on highway training. Call 
1-877-763-8040. MJ 61oomfield 
Contractin.q Ltd. 
i William H. Cabat 
formerly of 
#5-3117 Clarke St., 
Thornhill, B.C. 
will not be held 
responsible for 
any debts incurred 
in my name other 
than myself on 
or after this date: 
December Z8, 
2000. 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Terrace. January 20 
WCB 0FA Level 3 
CAREY BOGART, Instructor 
Terrace. January 2-12 
- J0nuary 15-26 
- February 12-23 
TRANSPORTATION 
ENDORSEMENT 
Terrace- January 21 
WHIMIS 
Anytime via computer 
SAFETY  TRAIN ING 
Times Running Out! 
for your Annual 2000 
Hearing Tea. 
Please n01e our new office hours. 
Beginning November 1, our 
office wi([ b6 open Monday 
lhr0ugh Frid0y from 8:300.m. to 
4:30 p.m. 0ff-h0ur app0inlments 
may also be arranged. CoU or 
come in to: 
Northern Hearing 
& $ofety Training 
493111 Keilh Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
Phone: 250 635-5500 
Fax: 250 635-5524 
Email: nhst@kermode.net 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
EXPERIENCED CERTIFIED Full time reporter, The North Is- 
dental assistant, full time, land Gazette located in Port 
monthurs in Quesnel. Apply to Hardy on Northern Vancouver 
file E, c/o Quesnel Observer, Island is seeking a team player 
188 Carson Ave. Quesnel, BC, to fill an immediate opening in 
V2J 2A8 our newsroom. Journalism edu- 
EXPERIENCED SHINGLE cation and or experience are a 
sawyer Vancouver Island. Year must as well as strong willing- 
round. Peicework. Medical, ness to succeed In a team envi- 
dental, life Insurance, RRSP ronment. A vehicle, camera and 
Retirement package, BCF a dedication to Ioumalism ex- 
Shake Mill Ltd. Serving world- perience are a must as well as 
wide 46 yrs. 1.877-707-4253 a strong willingness to succeed 
Fax:l-250-335-1425 emait: in a team environment. A vent- 
blennox@mars.ark.com cle, camera, and dedication to 
LOOKING FOR experienced journalism excellence are re- 
waiters/waitress & kitchen help. quired. The Gazette is owned 
Apply w/resume in person to by Island publishers and offers 
Dave Yu, Gourmet House Res. long term career potentials. 
taurant, at 4554 Gde.q Ave. Please apply to: The Publisher, 
- Box 458 Port Hardy, Be, V0N 
WANTED 43 people to get paid 2P0, Fax t-250-94907655, call 
$$$ to lose up to 30 Ibs in the 250-949-6225, or email gazette 
next 30 days. Safe, Natural, @news.qroup.bc.ca 
guaranteed. 1-800-934-8952 
www.you rwei.qhtlossnow.com 
Take notice that Donald C. Coulidge of Iskut, B.C., occupa- 
tion Geological Technician intends to make application for 
a Crown Grant of land generally situated 0.7 km on Ealue 
Lake Road and more specifically described in (a) below: 
(a) District Lot 7014 Cassiar containing 1.5 ha. 
The pur .Rose for which the land is required is residential. 
: Comments'cOncerning tl'ii~ a p~licati~n' too? b~ mbde'to the'' 
'Senior I:~n'd'Officer, Britis~ Columbia Asseis find Land 
Corporation, Skeena Region, P.O. Box 5000, Smithers, 
B.C., VOJ 2NO Telephone (250) 847-7331. 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will be con- 
sideredpart o~ the public record. For information, contact 
FOI Advisor, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corporation, Skeena Region, 847-7352. 
File No: 6400458 Donald Coulidae 
Dated Dec. 15, 2000 Signalure of applicanl or agent 
r • 
Call for Proposals 
Northwest Aboriginal Health Council 
The NWAHC priorities are directed at Alcohol and Drug and 
Family Violence prevention. Through programs that deliver 
holistic ways to meet the needs of Aboriginal youth, Elders, 
families and whole communities. Programs that have clear 
goals, objectives, completed within an indicated time frame, 
demonstrate community support and the support of the 
Band Council, or Board motion, may apply. 
Deadline for proposals Is January 26, 2001 at 4:30 pro. 
If you are interested and would like to find out if your 
organization qualifies, please contact Genevieve Pottier, 
Assistant Regional Coordinator- NW Aboriginal Health 
Council at (250) 847-8959, _ A 
Mission Statement: The Northwest Aboriginal ~ ' ~ ' ~  
Health Council (NWAHC) enhances the quality of 
life for Aboriginal Communities, by prometln~ a
vision of hollstic heating, using culturally 
appropriate community based models. The 
NWAHC achieves this through tt~e management 
of funds for healthpromotion In partner with 
other health organizations and the government. 
i 
COLUMBIA  TIMBER BALE LIGENCE A45977 r=,,,= 
Bid Proposal  Bale 
Thia laa r~uler bid proposal timber sale Seance. For the purpose el this timber 
sale firaoca, western red cedar $hakee and shingles ore deemed.to be value- 
added producta. Purauanl ta Section 21 of the Forest Acr, the Dislrlct Manager will 
araopt lender,= from Individuals or corporations mglstorad aa Small euslnasa 
Forest Enterprises, Category 2 and Calegory 3. Tenders require the submtaslon of 
a proposal. 
Cioatng Data: February 1 S, 20OI al 8:30 a.m, District: Kalum 
Gocgraphlu Location: Dasqua Creek Term: live (5) years 
Upset Siampo0e Rate: $30,10 per Cubic malta 
Volume: 34,761 ¢ubio ~elmI, more or iBiS 
Upeot S,umpego Rsla: $0.25 per cub;0 matte 
Volume: 10,698 cubio metree, morn o~ leea 
The upset stumpaga rate wad. do~ormlned by the Market Prlc~g System, and Is 
eppt~.,abio nly to coniferous green aawlog grades, 
Appil~nls must commit to operate, or commit to coeatruct and operate, a limber 
processing faslllty owned or leased by the applicant, that Is capable ot producing 
wood libra produc~a con$1dmed by the Minister o( Fomt(a to be value-added prod. 
ucta for the purpoee of this compot i t ion .  
All appncJn .ions will be lurlhar evaluated by the following crlledon and welghtlngg: 
I C r l t l r l t t  I w,tatnm I 
Emolovment I ~o I 
Proximity i 2o I 
Exl~tlno Plant . I. IO _ _ l  
,~w eanltal hwestmant I 5 I 
Lab~or value.added I 5 I 
I Chanoe in wlue.s~led I t O I 
I Revenue I ao  J 
ITorA, w~,ama, ! too I 
~OI 'd I :  
1. SIx [S) block== are designed for cable logging end two  (2] ate skyline blocks, 
Applications will bo  a~epted by the  Dllldet Manage:, Kalum Forest BlatHer. 300- 
Kolth Avenue, Ttmsca, B~k~h Columt~t. VaQ 1 L1 tmtll 8:30 o,m, ~1 Feb~ua/y 
to, 2001. " 
11'~ro I| additional m=torlal which Be epplk~anta mum consider in their app~lion, 
This materiel, application forms and kay other Inlbrmatlon about the Smart 
BusMera Program ran be obte~ed |fore InS at)ova Forest OIs t r~t  OffiCe. 8pesKy 
T imber  Ba le  L~en~ Msew.  
i i i i i i "~  ":" " ' 
. i 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Tile Tsinishian Nation requites an Executive Director to mamtge and 
administer all programs of the Tsimshian Tribal Cotlnci[ including the 
administrations and management of 'all financial affairs of the Trihal 
Coandl. Located in Prlece Rupert, B.C. the Tsimsldan Trib:d Cotlncil 
provides administrative support for Ihc treaty making process of the 
Tsimshian Nation and is the coordinating body for tire Tsimsltian 
F/shcries Program. We require an energetic and highly motiv;ited 
individual with excellent organizational, finand',d management and 
communication skills and demonslraled ability to manage a large and 
geographically dispersed organization. 
• A post-secondary degree In a related field or a combination of 
educational requlremenls and several years of relaled work 
experience• ,. 
• Extensive knowledge of Tsimshian history mid culture. 
• Excellent knowledge Of the B£. Treat), making process. 
oDemonslrated knowledge of Ihe Aboriginal F'isbing Strategy. 
Speci~ized knowledge of acconating practices as well as 
computer-based financial accounting and reporling systems. 
• Knowledge of funding sources and proposal writing. 
oExceaent wriuen and verbal comm,nications skills. 
• Possession ofa v,'did B.C• Driver's Ucense• 
°This position demands travel throughout the l'slmshian territory, 
and occasional trips out oflhe area. 
Closing Date: January 12, 2000 
Salary negotiable. 
Applications are Io include a complete restlme mtd references 
• Forward to: 
Attention: M,'magement Committee 
Tslmshian Tribal Council 
138- I st Aventle West 




REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY su- 
per B-train drivers and/or owner 
operators. Must have clean ab- 
stract. Send resumes to El Ma- 
tla Trucking, Box 4255, Ques- 
nel, Be, V2J 3,13. 1-800-667- 
3944 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER It's 
smart to call Smart Painting. 
Residential & commercial, win- 
ter interior painting. Add some 
new colour. Good, clean, quality 
painting, reasonable rates, Sen- 
ior's Discounts, Free estimates/ 
Call Karl at 250-615-0199 b 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, and new 32' trailers, will 
protect your goods across town 
or across country• Will assist, or 
load for you• Reasonable rates, 
VACANCY 
RECREATION ATTENDANT II - ARENA 
The City of Terrace has a vac.ano/['or a mature, highly motivated 
individual to fill the position oF Recreation Attendant II - Arena. This 
pos!!!0n, in,Ires arenaloperation 9nd.~rks: ~.a!n!en~nce duties. . 
~andldates will possess a valid B.C. ReFrigeratiori Operators 
'Cerlificdt~"jblu'~ 6 MlSim"~m~'bf Iwo~/~ars':'arena operating experi- 
ence. The successful candidate will be able to work independently, 
as shift work is required. Knowledge in building maintenance or 
parks operations would be an asset. 
This is a Union psitlon (CU.P.E. Local 2012) with a 40-hour work 
week. The City oF Terrace offers an excellent benefits package. , 
Resumes will be received by the undersigned up to 4:30 p.m., 
Friday, January 12, 2001. Forward applicaffons to the Personnel 
Director, City ofTen'ace, 32 ! 5 Eby Skeet, Terrace, B.C., VSG 2X8 - 
Tel # (250)638-4722 - Fax # (250}638-4777 (or e-mail to 
cily.terrace@osg.nst) 
i 
CASUALS REQUIRED- Home 
Support Workers. Caring de-  
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
abckground and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 




Full Time Editor, the North Is- 
land Gazette. Located in Port 
Hardy on Northern Vancouver 
Island is seeking a team player 
to fill an immediate Opening in 
our news room. Experience as 
an editor, though preferred, is 
not as important as a willing- 
ness to apply oneself to the re- 
sponsibilities of the position. A 
Terrace at 615-0002 or 638- background/education that  
6969 (cell) . . . . . . . .  .__= . . . . . . . .  serves a large geographical 
area. You will be working with 
one reporter and team of con- 
tributors, so strong organiza- 
tional abilities are required, the 
North Island Gazette is owned 
by Island Publishers and offers. 
long term career potentials. 
Please apply directly to: The 
Publisher, Box 458, Port Hardy, 
B.C, V0N 2P0, Fax: 1-250-949- 
7655, email: gazette@news- 
group.be.ca or call 250-949- 
6225 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community Services 
Integrated Child Protection Technician (ICPT) 
Chi ldren and Famil ies:  Reporting to the Executive Director, 
ensures the delivery of essential servicee under the Act and 
Aboriginal Matrix. This position has been created to provide special- 
ized consultative and technical support for field social workers, 
regional supervisors and management staff in a geographic region 
dealing with serious, complex cultural context and while meeting the 
legislated and policy requirements, Directly accountable for the qual- 
ity of service for clients. Band Council and the communities, NIFCS 
Beard of Directors and the Director. Assessing teams and their dele- 
gation, setting and monitoring new workers or those handling par- 
ticularly difficult cases, Works in close cooperation with ether special- 
ized assessment services while working alongside teams to promote 
strategic priorities in support of increased capacity building of rural 
communities. 
Qualifications: Bachelor or Social Worker degree or equivalent is
required, A Masters is preferred, 3 years recent experience in child. 
welfare social work requires with emphasis on child protection and at 
least one year recent supervisory experience. Travel may be required 
in the line or duty and transportation arrangements must be meet 
operational requirements of the Agency. 
Preference will he given to appticants who are Aboriginal or 
visible minorities. 
CLOSING DATE: JANUARY 12, 2001 - 4:30 p.m. 
Attention: Sharon Bryant - Executive Assistant 
Fax: (250)638-8930. Ph: {250)638.0451 * Toll Free: 1.888-310.3311 
i i ii ii 
Electrician 
Fort St, James, BC 
The country's largest producer of softwood lumber, and 
market pulp, Cantor Is a significant player In the national 
and global forest products industry. We Incorporate 
leading.edge technology and systems across our 
operations, Our Fort St, James operation Is a modern 
3-line mill producing 220 Mfbm per annum. 
Reporting to the Maintenance Supervisor and working 
flexible shifts, you will be responsible for all aspects of 
Installing, repairing and servicing mill equipment. 
We see you es a self.mptivated team player with an 
appropriate TQ and considerable Allen Bradley experience, 
IWA rates and benefits are offered, together with a safe, 
high.quality working environment. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Cantor; 
however, only those selected for an Interview will be 
contacted. 
If you have the required qualifications and would like to 
explore a challenging career opportunity in the 
picturesque town of Fort St, James, please forward a 
covedng letler and rdsum~ by January 12, 2001 to:' 
• Canad ian  Fores t  P roducts  L id ,  
:L• '~ ~•: 
Fort  St.  J ames  
Attn: S. Lynn Ruxton 
Safety/HR Coordinator 
PO Box 254 
Fed St. James, BC V0J 1P0 
Fax: 250.996,5420 
Ema(l: Iruxton @ mall,cantor,De 
Web: www.oanlor, com 
i 
i , i ,. • •:7 
'*" Last! Frontier . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  Helskilng ' 
Bell II Ledge 
Requires [or our winter season 
Two F/T positions 
Dining Room Waitress and 
Housekeepo('/ Janltor 
These positions are available 
now. Please call [or details and 
fax your resume to 
604-881-8330 or call 
604-881-8.530 
DESK CLERK 
I f  you have analytical ability, 
are multitosk oriented, able to 
work Independently, computer 
nterate and enjoy working with 
the public, forward your 
resume and covering letter to: 
Best  Western Terrace Inn, 
4553 Grieg Ave., 
Terrace, BC, VSG IM7 
Fax: 250-635-0092 
Emall: admln@terraceinn.com 
We offer a competitive woge & 
benefits packoge 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810• 
Housing, rends, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM duplex apartment 
and 2 bedroom detached apt, In 
complex close to downtown. 
Rent $375 and $500, No pets, 
ref rea, phone 250-638-1648 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt, Avail Immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd• 
635.6428 or 638-0015 or 615- 
0345 
2 BEDROOM in Summit 
Square, Close to hospital and 
schools. 250.624-5824 after 
5:00 pm. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT 
available immediately, no pets, 
no smoking, secudty entrance, 
recreation facility on site. Refer- 
ences required. $550/mo plus 
. ,deposit, Call 250-635-6824 
Are you interested in,.. 
moonlighting, saving 
up for a vacation, or 
earning extra cash? 
Or do you just love 
food? 
JOIN OUR TERI1ACE 8TOREI . . . . . . .  
0verwaltea, B.C.'s Very Own Food People, a Western 
Canada food leader, hae a number of part.time positions 
available in our Terraoe store, Various hifts are available 
Including early morning, day, afternoon and evening& ' ' 
The starting wage Is $7,60- $8,45 per hour. . . . . . .  
To apply, please pick up and drop off an appltcatton form 
at our Terrace stops. 
Overwaltea 






3210 Clinton Street 
638-7283 j 
CLINTON MAN01~ ' 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.O0 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
sso0.o0 month. 
One block from swimming pool• 






for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
"PARK MANOR APTS" 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 mth, includes heat. 





. . . .  ! , , t l  
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Securily Enlrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. 
Laundry facilitles on 
each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean 8, Quiet 
Building on Ihe Bench. 
Call 638-0736 or 
638-8554 
, REFERENCES REQUIRED 
II t 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apl 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
$525/month. ReI reqd• 250-615- 
7665 or 250-635-5653. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
I 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
close to town. Laundry facilities, 
F/S. Covered parking. Avail Ja0 
1. Dam. dep. & ref. req. 250- 
635-2921 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
Fully furnished, all utit., cable, 
parking, Suitable for single 
. working bachelor. $550 plus tel 
+ dep. Small pet ok. New Rome 
- 5 min to Terrace Hwy 16 west 
250-638-1413 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite, available immediately, Cou- 
pie preferred, close to down. 
town, big backyard, separate 
entrance, no pets, no smoking, 
references required $500/month 
p~us deposit• 250-635-6824 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thomhitl. Close to 
schoOs, laundry facititles on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
renovated, with new appliances. 
$500 month. Phone Rob: 250 
638-7290 
3 BDRM upstairs, close to 
town, no pets no parties, 1600 
sq.ft., drag. deposit $ ref req, 
Avail. Immed. 250-638-8874 
3 BEDROOM house, one level 
with small carport. Southslde, 
Yard mostly fenced. No pets. 
References required, Available 
now at $700 plus deposit, 
Phone 250-638- t648 
5 BDRM house 5 appliances 
N/S no pets references & dam. 
dep. req, $600 month, 250:636- 
6403 
FULLY RENOVATED 2 bed- 
room mobile w/ 10'x40' addi- 
tion, N/G furnace, woodstove, 
new carpets, good size yard 
w/garden area in quiet secluded 
area of Thornhill Bench, Ref. 
Req• $600 month. 250-635- 
2839 
NEWER 2 bedroom duplex, 5 
appliances, Within walking dis- 
tance of town, Private fenced 
yard. No pets• $725 month plus 
damaqe deDosit. 250-638-0404 
',lid PROGRESSIVE ,VENTURES ii
II]]1 General Contractor/DeveloPer : i ' : / / I I  
.635.7459 r~'~'~" "" ~" ~, 




1,920 sq. if. 
5,200 sq. if. 
1,735 sq. if. 
, , m,, 
i i 
5002 Pohle Ave. 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
5110 Keith Avenue 
5110 Keith Avenue 
2709 Kalum Street 
2905 Kenney Street 
• I 
B6- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 3, 2001 
TERRACE: DUPLEX - Upper 4 
bdrm unit. Includes natural gas 
heat. $850 month. References 
& deposit required. No smoking, 
Phone 250-798-9554 
TWO 2 bedroom rental suites. 
One available Immediately and 
one available Jan 1, 2001. Ref. 
erences and security deposit re. 
quired. 250-635-2932 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, 
$250 per month includes utili- 
ties. Share rest of house, walk- 
ing distance to town. phone 
250-635-3126 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250.635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
I O f f i ce  Space  Ava i lab le  " 
First and second floor office space available at  
Terrace & District Credi t  Union, a central ly located 
building In Terrace's down town core. Second floor 
has elevator access. Flat rate lease includes all 
utilities excludin~ phone. For more In£ormation, 
please call Val or Chris at 6315-/282. 
:~7i:i 644 MOB~ 
. i . !":i i: HOMES : . :. /; :,:;:. .
I I I  I 
2 BDRM Mobile home in town. 
Suitable for couple, $525 month 
plus damage deposit required. 
250-635-4378 
3 BEDROOM mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appliances, small 
joey shack, fenced yard, very 
clean, available immediately. 
$550 month. 250-635-2126 
FOR RENT: Newly renovated 2 
bedroom trailer in Thornhill 
Bench area. No pets. $550 per 
month, damage deposit re- 
quired. Available January 1st. 
Phone 250-635.1172 
ONE BEDROOM trailer in 
Thornhill. $350 month plus 
damage deposit. References 
required. 250-635-9530 
THREE BEDROOM mobile on 
Braun's Island. Washer & dryer 
hookups. Pets welcome. 250- 
635-9102 • FORD :: 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with.' 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-800-663.6962 or 
www.alicesoceanfrontbnb.com 
PENDER ISLE OCEANFRONT 
Bed and Breakfast• Relax on 
10 acres in own private deluxe 
suite with hot tub, ensuite bath, 
fireplace, deck. 1-877-629-6555 
SKi SUN Peaks Resort BC 45 
min. from Kamloops. Fully 
equipped hotels, condos & cha- 
lets, hot tubs, ski in/ski out. Ski- 
ing, snowboarding, cross coun- 
try, skating, snowmobiling, 
snowshoeing. Kids 12 & under 
w/adult full price ticket -FREE 
Call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
888-578-8369 or visit our web-. 
site at www.igobc.com (Some 
restrictions apply) 
1991 FORD F250 4x4iow mile- 
age, good body shape, opento 
offers, phone 250-635-4429. 
1995 JEEP Grand Cherokee 
LTD. V8, loaded, leather, 
climate control, ADS. $18,388. 
Call (604) 434-2488, Deer Lake 
Chrysler, DL #7672 
1997 F150 6 Cylinder. Automat- 
ic, 2 wheel drive. 71,000 kin. 
Whilte in color. ERC. Asking 
$13,500 ONe. 250-632-7285 
1987 GMC Vandura Van. Get-., 
away van, P/W, P/L, V8, quad '" 
seats, queen bed. $9588. Call 
604-434-2488, Deer Lake 
Chrysler, DL #7672 
1995 CHRYSLER Town & 
Country, 3.8L, V6, all wheel 
drive, leather, fully loaded, cap- 
lain's chairs, $16,995. Call 604. "' 





1997 Honda Civic LX-G 1999 Honda Accord LX 
5 spd, NC, Tilt Auto, 4 cyl, Low Kms. 
$15,995 $23,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 1997 PQqt i~ 
Diesel, Aut0matic, NC, Cruise, Tilt ~ ;iii:]i 
$24,995 4 cyl, 5~~po i le r  
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado $15,995 
Ext. Cab, 4x4,Aut0, Full Load, Inc. C,D., =-_ . . . . . . . . . .  
Fowsr Drive, Seat & Towing Package I ~ ~ : ~ K  
$27,995 = : :~ , .+: . : : :  i!!~:.:.:::!:: 
1992 Mazda MPV ' " - ' - ~  
4x4, IX, Full Load 1994 Pathfinder LE 
w~s g,9~s 4x4, Leather Interior, Auto, V6 
NOW $7,995 WAS S~,~9S 
NOW $18,995 
1995 GMC 1 Ton Reg Cab 
Diesel, 4x4 1995 Honda Accord EXR 
$19,995 Ve, Fully Loaded, Automatic 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT $19,995 
Sedan, AW0,Aut0, CD, 0nly 40,000 k 1987 Honda Civic 
WAS $24,995 Sedan, 4 Door, 5 Speed 
NOW $23,995 $4,995 
1999 Pontiac Transport 1994 Pontiac Sunbird LE 
Montana 5 SIXI., 4 CyI.,NC, Casselte 7 Passenger Van, V6, Full Load, $8,995 
Auto, Factory Warranty 
$24,995 1991 Ford Escort GT 
5 Spd., 4 CyL 
1989 Ford F150 Supercab $6,495 
2 WHDR., 5 Spd., 8 CyL, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$7,995 1993 Dodge Camperized Van 
1996 Chev 3/4 Ton L Box Low Kms., One Owner 
Diesel, 4x4, Automatic, NC, Cruise, $16,995 
Tilt, Towing Package 1988 Mere GR Marquis IS 
$24,995 4 Do0r, Auto, Full Load, 6 Passenger 
1 9 9 8 ~ i x  $6,995 
1996 Honda Accord EX 
1996 Chev Silverado 3/4 Ton 4 Cyl.,Aut0, Fully Loaded. 
Ext. Cab, Long Box, Turbo Diesel $17,995 
Full Load, Automatic 1983 Ford E150 Econoline Van 
$27,995 Auto, 6 Cyl. 
1997 Honda Civic EX $5,995 
5 Spd., A/C/, ASS, Fully Loaded 
WAS $17,995 1995 Honda Civic 
NOW $15,995 Hatchback 
1990 Volksw e~tta  5 Spd., 4 Cyl. 
$9,995 
2000 Honda Civic DX 
1981 Ford Econollne 5 Spd., 4 Cyl., CD Player, Low Km's, 
A WORKING person's car/truck 
lot. Are you self employed (or 
not) Is no proof of income a 
problem? No down payment? 
Declined by your bank or deal- 
ership? We can helpl We will 
lend you our money from 0.9 for 
Fords, Dodges, GM's. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer group. We will make it 
happenl Call now for further in- 
formation. Jeanne or David 1. 
800-310-2346 
BC'S BEST buys on Hot tub 
suppliesl Example: Chlorine 
special 2 litre jug of mlnl-pucks 
$18.95 with any other regularly 
priced product. Call toll-free 1- 
888-229-5447. Free catalogue. 
No obli.qation to buy ................ 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 1- 
800-347-2540 
FREE 3-nlghts stay, 5 star re- 
sort,, Fairmont Hot Springs, 
must be 29 with credit card. Call 
(208) 265-5412 Leave name, 
address. We will mail you a gift 
certificate. 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort. The ski 
vacation of your dreams begins 
with us. Great accommodation, 
great rates, great service at a 
great resort. For more informa- 
tion and reservations Call 1- 
888-578-8369. Visit our website 
at www.sunpeaksreserva- 
tions.com 
SNOWBIRD SPECIALS $249 
US per Week. LasVegas-New, 
deluxe l bdrm suite with com- 
plete kitchen facilities/linens. 
Fully rum. + utilities paid. 
Phone. "iV. 1-800-750-2052. 
MESA, AZ Lovely studio 1 bdrm 
furnished patio spts located in a 
55+ gated community with 
arts/crafts/clubhouse and heat- 





When u,e fali short o f f ,mr  
exJwctathm, ])lease tell its. 
When a new.~Tmper story 
does not seem to reflect 
fairly what was said, let our 
editors kttozv. 
When u,¢ are It/tab&, to 
soh~e j~ozzr coutl;lahtt , we 
encofzrage 3Y)u to .£ltbtll~t R 
to the: 
fl.C Press Council 
201 • 1290 BroadS,. 
Victoria ILC FeW 2A5 
'lL'l (250) 384.yJ44 
I:~v(250) 384-3346 
The B.C Pn,ss Council was created In i 
1983 as an Inde~ettde,;l r¢q,ltgv 
board to protect he publlc from prt,~ 
ltzatx'ttracy or 
u#falrtl¢,ss and to pro,,iote qltalltv 
Jotlrtlall$l,L 
Ea-r fighi lJ 
Exercise foe 
Ask your doctor 
about a 
I healthier 
~:....:,. ~ ~,,:~ ",P.~$$:'.:', ~., :.'::-:.. ~.: . ............ . .... 
: ..:~i~:~:Z i?.': :;~ ....... " . . . . .  
. . . . . .  - . .  :. :~ '  :>~.:,:b:.:.:.:.:;:.:.;.x,;......~. ... ,.~ .-...:;.:.:;::::i::.':$~:: 
ATV Snowblades 
Available For All 
Makes And Models 
I i t  " l  ' "2  . f  I 
$3,995 $17,995 t 
KEN S ram=ram 
• SERVICES LTD.  MARINE 4838 HWY16 W, TERRACE o,~=,,~, 1-800-665-1990 6388171 SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
:' " • "CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
' i *AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
='BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & 5UMP PITS 
°FIREPLACES *REST. GREASE TRAPS 
~'ATI'IC INSULATION REMOVAL ~' I~ELECTRIC SNAKE 
"AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS "FLOOD CLEAN UP5 
ePAINT BOOTHS °VACUUM EXCAVATION 1992 ARCTIC Cat EXT Special, 
low miles, exc. condition. 
$2500. 250-635-1270 
1993 SKIDOO Safari short 
track, $1500 ONe. 250-635- 
2198 
Indus~ia l  Vacuum 635-1132 Trucks 
, .  SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
i I ~ll Pract/calTaxAddc.; . 
' ':!11 Fjnan~al_Planning " 
PROFESSIONAL WORKING 
J PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE ] 
• - ,  . ~ Tmsl&EstateSe.n4~es ]Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to l 
-SNOWBIRD SPECIALS $249 ( Look ingfor~ i  :c, " ~ 2  ~ ~ : ~  I Terrace and return' and all p°ints in between' Pick" I US/WK Las Vegas New de- 
luxe 1 bdrm suites with com- luP and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
plete kitchen facilities.linens, i~v~ ~ I IUl i l l t  UUU ' /Ch i ld  Care? I: ] i 
+ ' |  Skeena Child Care Resource and ..[ (50) 638-8705 or Icourier service. J Fully rum. utilities paid. [~  Referral has inf0rmation on |  i 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. [ MUSTSELL I ch~ld care options and on l l  I www.de~ersandbrodle.bc.ca Ph: 636-2822 FAX: 636-2633 . I  eh0oslng child care. / ,1 
• 7 , 8 9 5 . O O   ,::;Drop byTheFamllyPlace| "~' - '  . .. . Ter ace Depot: 635-7676 
• | " ' at 4553 Park Ave. J 
~;Blaler:igO~iQu~d ii I or call 638.1113. . |  
' ~), 'Skeena CCRR is a program of the |  /~ilNewSIO~in~Si6~kii J l Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb.e | 
1977 Arctic (u! II !i! O.oo..,., ""E c,sEtYR, 
ZR580,2"Trock, EFI I [ J  ~.oso,o.... , . . , ,: , , ,~ O:YtN!G:II 
wilh Reverse ] I / : "  6-'//"~ ~ ~ ~- '~-  Y°urM°~'ingPi0f~0natsSime1997>'il ' 
$4,99 OO i I Cats & Dogs ~ ~ ~"~;  Tmck&tVew32,&28ftTfa//ersatYourSe~ice. 
I / :  Welcome ~ ~ , ~ ° Across town orthecountry 
] i~  • Wil/ assist or load for you I 
~ O V  N G ~  [ [i:i!:!/•C~'['f°rmlaP'°imm°" ~ ~  ~-~*Reasonab/eRates  , i ~ ' ~  1 -866 .615-0002 
I I 
i,,-Ar¢II¢Cu, ] j (cARDBOARD) : [ IF~(;~k )~=~, OURS AD..SD,YsAWEB[ 
I Ext. 550 EFI / 4/\~._J,,Ul~l':'ik,,, * Snow Removal I I 'l,.s.oo I IFORSALE / ~t~'~1~[~~'Excavat ing  . 
0 1  5 5  - -  " - -  x -~ "Septic Systems,  a f i l  .Water Systems Phon_ --5-2800 
. . . . .  °Lot Clearing ; [  
HOMES now on sale at:~ ~ " 
~ Piano Tunin,¢ ITANDARD Complete RebuiFding ~' Regulating & Sales 
' 3210 Clinton Street , 
smm, m.,mm  sine. FIRST RESPONSE 
A breath of hope for i00years . " J flll$111D SERVICES/=\/ 
.. Complete Level I & / l l l l~ l lg \ '~ 
. • - _ 
Phone. TV-1-800-750-2052 
MESA, AZ-Lovely studio/lbdrm 
furnished patio apts. located in 
a 55+ gated community with 
ads/crafts/clubhouse and heat- 
ed pool. 1-888-633-9419 (Ask 
for Ruth) 
Couple with 2 children looking.- 
to rent 3 or 4 bdrm house for 
Feb. 1, 2001 phone 250-638- 
0103 
3 BEDROOM 1.5 bath horse-. 
shoe area, full finished base-' 
ment with separate entrance, 
large fenced back yard, excel- ' 
lent home at $122,900. View 
online @ http://nwhomes.hyper. 
mart.net or call 250.635.~.q~ 
1971 AMBASSADOR 12x68 
mobile home for sale in Pine 
Park. Fridge, stove, small joey 
shack. $12,000. Call 250-635- 
2126 
i IMPORTS 
sm COOSEMANS P IANOS ,.*7---" Jenning's r Pine Ridge in Burns Lake. Dou. ' Serving the Northwest since 1980 
ble wldes starting at $58,9001 O U T D O O R  SPORTS Limited time offer. Call Leon at 
250-692-3375 For all your  Firearms Work  
M inor  or  Ma jor  J 
,.,Cem'Si~ . - ' J  ;~h'lT113 ~ ~Tff4 Iffr4 ~/' "a~':'lmm ;~'~'ui~a v 1 Piano lialer- ~ecanician i ~ ' , ' ~ H ~ ] ~ ~ ] l l l [  
WANTED: VENDOR financing 
on large acreage/farm, set up J0s~ Coosemans P.O. Box 29, Prifcnard, B.C. VOE 2P0 [ for horses? Have down pay- (250) 635-9275 
mont. Vendor to hold paper 3 Io Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-324_.~_j 
5 years. Call Shoshanee 250- 
863-2595 
TER c E 
4916 IIB 16 W~t 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 am, 595~ 
www.terraceautomall.com I 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Classic 
4 0r., 4x4, 6 CyL, Auto, A r, Cruise, 
1"it, Pwr Windows & Locks, more 
Was $24,99s 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 Chrysler Concorde LXI 
Auto, Leather, V6, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, 4 Door, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
Was $11,995 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'98 Concorde LX 
V6, Auto, NC, Power Windows, 
Power locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Limited, Leather, NC, Sunroofd, Tilt, 
Cruise, Windows, Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
'96 Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6, Auto, NC 
Was Sll,99S 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'93 Dodge Dakota Club Cab i 
LE, 4x4, V8, Auto, Air 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'86 Jeep Cherokee 
4x4,Auto 
NOW ONLY $4,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, Ve, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
Was $28,995 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
'98 Ford 11250 XL 
4x4, Reg Cab, V8,NC, 5 spd 
Was $24,995 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 F150 XLT 
V8, Auto, 4x4, 3 Door, Loaded 
Was $28,99e 
Now ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford Taurus 
4 Door, 6 CyI,,Auto, 
A/C, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $13,995 
'96 Ford F150 
X Cab, XLT, V8, Auto, NC, 
Tilt, Cruise, Windows, 
Locks and More 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'93 I~ord Tempo 
4 CyI., Auto 
Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $4,995 L 
'99 Pontiac Sunfire 
4 Door, Air, Auto 
Was $13,995 
NOW ONLY $1 2,995 
'97 GMC Sierra SLE 
Ext. Cab., V5, Auto, 3 Door 
. w.  S2s,P~s 
NOWONLY $21,995 
1196 az  uevrolet Camaro Z-28 
T-Top, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Case., pw, pl 
Was $21,995 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'96 GMC XCab 4x4 
v8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
We, $16,995 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
v8, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
wa~ $29,995 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
Watl $7,995 
Now ONLY $6,995 
'87 Pontiac Trans Am 
V8, Auto, T-Top 
NOW ONLY $3,995 
'98 Honda Accord EX 
V6,Auto, Leather, 
Sunroof, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'95 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
Wai$11,g9S 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was $16,995 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'93 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
NOW ONLY $8,995 
1967 CADILLAC Convertible, 
#10,000, 1969 Cadillac convert- 
ible, pink, $7000, 1962 Ford T- 
Bird, $2500, 1977 Olds XS Tom 
$3000, 1965 mad legal dune 
bu.qqy $3500. 250-635-6611 
1982 CHEVY boogy van,, . 
$1750. 1981 Wagoneer 4x4 
dual fuel $2500, 22ft, swamp J 
boat corvalr/propeller $8000, J 
16it aluminum boat NEW ' I 
$2500. 250-635.6611 ; J 
1991 EAGLE 2000 GTX, All', J 
wheel drive, 4 DR, PNV;'P/LI ~ I" 
sunroof, NC, T/C, ABe $8995;: /:;,-° 
Call 604-434-2488 Deer Lake ;' J 
Chry,,slerl DL #7672 ........ L ,  
' ~ : " ] ) : .  , ' L  ." '. ", '.','./"~" 
f. "# . ~...~fi~' ~.~ 
~ TIIE~,LUNGASSOCI^ TION ~ ~} 
When )'ou Can't life,the, Nothing Else Matter~. J ' ,:';,:" 
~ ~ ( . ~  . .the x-¢able guy 
................. ,~(~ .prof~insal CAW& 
SATV installations 
*satellite, able, telephone 
* 23 },ears ofexperience 
5009 - Lan£ear Dr. 
: ~m, ce, B,C Randy Dozzl 
Canada gSo.e35.3714 
V8G 3H8 randy.dozzi@telus.net , 
Auction prices move In one dtrectlon...UPI 
TAK I~CONs lGNMENTS NOW! 
.Estate ~les .Store Stzrplus .MoHng Sales 
• Dmnagud Gootb ,Furniture ,Seasonal Qear Outs 
• AnUques "Tools .Discontinued Stock 
"Repossessions ,Equipment *Etc. 
LET US REMOVE THE HASSLES OF SELLING YOUR MERCHANDISE 
M~o Pb. (25o) 635.9432 
N' lax. (230) 635.4000 
#10 Mot~ Plaza, Terrace, BC 
'93 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locks, Windows 
was $14,~S 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
TER c E OBm m 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLn. 5958 
www.terreceautomall.com 
